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Abstract
The initial aim of this thesis was to cool two-dimensional electrons down to tem-
peratures below 10 mK. In order to cool a high mobility two-dimensional electron gas
(2DEG) at a GaAs–AlGaAs heterojunction to milliKelvin temperatures, dierent pro-
cessing techniques and recipes for low resistance Ohmic contacts based on alloys of
Au, Ni, and Ge are fabricated on these semiconductor devices. Scanning electron mi-
croscope (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) images establish that the Ohmic
contacts have the same inhomogeneous microstructure observed in the literature.
The unexpected result from electrical measurements of the contact resistance RC ,
the four-terminal resistance along the top of a single contact Rtop, and the vertical re-
sistance RV , is that there is superconductivity in the Ohmic contact below 0.9 K. Mea-
surements for dierent Ohmic contacts investigated, show some have multiple super-
conducting transitions, whereas others have a single transition; there is no correlation
discovered between the annealing recipe and the number of transitions. I − V mea-
surements show the superconductor is turned completely normal with a DC current of
2.1 mA and in a magnetic eld, the superconductor is turned completely normal with a
magnetic eld of 0.15 T.
This thesis speculates on the superconductor, suggesting that the Ohmic contact is
a granular superconductor comprised of multiple alloys of dierent phases, and reviews
the possible compounds that may be superconducting below 0.9 K.
There is a discussion on how this superconductivity aects electrical transport mea-
surements in similar systems such as quantum conductance, four-terminal Hall mea-
surements and electron cooling experiments in 2DEGs below 0.1 K.
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1.1 Cooling electrons in low-dimensional systems
In the pursuit to discover new many-body states in low-dimensional electron systems,
two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) devices are cooled to the lowest possible temper-
ature T ; extreme cooling of 2DEGs is necessary to study many fundamental physical
phenomena, such as Tomonaga-Luttinger liquids[1], the Kondo eect [2] or fractional
quantum Hall states[3] where a low electron temperature Te is needed.
However, it remains challenging to cool the conduction electrons below 10 mK.
When trying to cool the 2DEG to ultra low temperatures, experimentalists face many
unfavourable physical scaling laws; the heat capacity of the conduction electrons falls
with temperature, as does their thermal coupling to other electronic systems and to
phonons in the host lattice.
At low temperature the lattice and electrons thermally decouple, and if there is a
heat leak to the electrons they heat up to an electron temperature Te that is higher
than the lattice temperature TL; when the temperature decreases, the thermal coupling
between conduction electrons and the host lattice weakens and the heat capacity of the
electronic system falls. This makes Te more sensitive to parasitic heating[4].
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To understand how the electrons are cooled, Joule heating the electron gas with a
power P is used. In this way, the electrons thermalise at a temperature Te and the rate
at which they lose their excess energy to the lattice at TL is expressed as,
P = Q̇(Te) − Q̇(TL). (1.1)
From Appleyard et al[4] it was experimentally shown that,
Q̇(T ) = aT 5 + bT 2 (1.2)
where the T 5 term is electron-phonon cooling and the T 2 term is cooling via the Ohmic
contacts; at high T , T 5 dominates, but when T < 100 mK the electrons are mainly cooled
through the Ohmic contacts. Therefore, when T > 100 mK the most important term is
T 5.
To achieve Te that is close to the base T of the cryostat requires strong thermal
coupling, achieved by minimising the contact resistance RC between the 2DEG and the
Ohmic contact [5]. The lowest reported 2DEG temperature is Te ≈ 6 mK [6] measured
using three in situ primary thermometers, but its in a magnetic eld and cooling in the
the quantum Hall regime is dierent to cooling in zero magnetic eld.
In the literature, it is assumed that Ohmic contacts do not change their electrical
characteristics as a function of temperature during experiments[7], however, this thesis
shows and characterises the unexpected discovery that AuGeNi Ohmic contacts become
superconducting when T < 1 K.
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1.2 Outline of the thesis
The chapter outline of this thesis is as follows:
• Chapter two presents the underlying engineering and physics beginning with a
discussion on two-dimensional electron gases, the samples used in this thesis. Fol-
lowing this, the physics and principles of Ohmic contacts are given. The chapter
nishes o with a basic synopsis of superconductivity.
• In Chapter three, the fabrication of two-dimensional electron gas devices is re-
viewed this includes wafer characteristics, Ohmic contact processing conditions
and Ohmic contact microstructure.
• Chapter four discusses the low-temperature experimental techniques used to ob-
tain the measurements. The chapter discusses the dilution refrigerator and 4.2 K
Dewar, the diagnostic thermometry and the electrical transport measurement cir-
cuits applied such as four-terminal and two-terminal circuits.
• Chapter ve investigates the resistance of dierent-shaped devices by simulation
using the partial dierential equation PDE solver, FlexPDE. Within this chapter,
simulations are made for a 4 mm × 4 mm device, a key device in the used to cool
electrons to ultra low temperatures.
• Chapter six shows experimental evidence of superconductivity in AuGeNi Ohmic
contacts. Results are presented for the Ohmic contact resistance RC , the vertical
resistance RV , and the resistance Rtop along the top of the contact.
• Chapter seven showsRV andRtop I −V and dV /dI measurements of the super-
conductor, with notable measurements of the critical current and magnetic eld
data.
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• Chapter eight speculates on: possible candidates for the superconductor, the ef-
fect superconducting AuGeNi Ohmic contacts have on future electron cooling ex-
periments and the eect AuGeNi superconducting Ohmic contacts have on other
transport measurements.
• Chapter nine, discusses future work and outlook. The chapter summarises how
the initial aim of the thesis, cooling low dimensions electrons down, is impacted
by the unexpected results in the project and suggestions are then made for future




This chapter presents an overview of the physics in this thesis, this includes two-dimensional
electron gases (2DEGs) fabricated in a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure, Ohmic contacts,
which give electrical connections to the 2DEG, and superconductivity.
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2.2 Two-dimensional electron gas systems
A 2D sheet of electrons conned to two-dimensions is known as a two dimensional elec-
tron gas (2DEG). In this section, we discuss the basic concepts and principles of electron
transport in these systems and how this is modied in the presence of a magnetic eld
B. We begin with describing how quantum connement of electrons is achieved and
then, in order to interpret correctly the transport properties, the physics is covered.
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2.2.1 Electron connement
If there exists a 3D box of non-interacting electrons in a volume V = Lx × Ly × Lz , the
solution of the 3D time-independent Schrödinger equation is
EΨ(r) = [− h̵
2
2m
∇2 + V (r)]Ψ(r), (2.1)





k ⋅Ð→r ). (2.2)







(k2x + k2y + k2z), (2.3)
where m⋆ is the eective mass of the electron.
If the sample dimension in the z-direction is such that Lz < λF , where λF is the
Fermi wavelength, the system is considered as 2D. The electron eigenstate in a 2DEG is
a plane wave for motion in xy-plane and shows connement in the z-direction as,
Ψ(r)∝ eikxxeikyyu(z). (2.4)
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As the Schrödinger equation reduces to its 1D form in the z variable





+ V (z)]u(z), (2.5)
where ε is the energy of the 2D subband, the electron energy is given by the dispersion
relation
En,k = En +
h̵2
2m⋆
(k2x + k2y), (2.6)
where kx, ky are the in-plane wavevectors andEn is the quantised energy corresponding
to un(z). For each bound state n, there is a continuum of states associated with free
motion in the xy-plane; the dispersion relation gives a parabola for each value of integer
n.
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2.2.2 Density of states




where g(E) is the number of available states per unit energy per unit volume and is also
called the density of available states per unit energy; the number of electrons available
at the Fermi energy g(EF ) determine all the physical properties of a metal[8].







= g(k) × dk
dE
, (2.8)
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In thermal equilibrium, electrons occupy the available states according to the Fermi-
Dirac statistics described by,








where EF is the Fermi energy, T is the temperature, and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
At low T , the Fermi function turns into
f0(E,EF , T )ÐÐ→
T→0
Θ(EF −E), (2.13)
This is the degenerate limit of an electron gas and all the states with energy lower than
the Fermi energy, E ≤ EF , are occupied.
In GaAs/AlGaAs systems the energy separation between the 2D subbands is , E2 −
E1 ≈ 25 meV, so only one 2D subband is occupied. The electrons behave two-dimensionally,










where Θ(x) is the unit step function, as shown in Fig. 2.1(a).
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In 2D, the number of available states in k-space is determined by the number of
points contained in the radius kF and thickness dk; the boundary between the occupied
and unoccupied states is called the Fermi circle. If k > kF the states are unoccupied and


















Figure 2.1: (a) Density of states for a 2DEG as a function of
energy in a 2D system; E1,E2,E3,E4 are the energies for the
four lowest energy levels and a step in DOS corresponds to
populating the next higher subband. The DOS is given by,
g(E) = ∑3i=1 m
⋆
πh̵2 Θ(E −En). If the Fermi energy EF is between
E1 < EF < E2, then only the lowest 2D subband is occupied. (b)
States at T = 0 K are lled up to the radius kF and states k > kF
are unoccupied.
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2.2.3 Drude theory of transport
When T = 0 K, the electron states are lled up to EF and all electrons acquire the same
average drift velocity vd when induced by an electric eld E, causing the Fermi circle
to shift in k-space in the direction of the eld; in the presence of E, electrons accelerate





where τ is the mean time between momentum relaxing collision events, the charge of a
single electron is e = 1.602 × 10−19C and µ is mobility. This allows the mean free path
lm to be denoted as
lm = τvF , (2.17)





If there is no magnetic eld B present, the current density J is given by









µ is an important quantity in the classication of 2DEGs and it is the common way of
specifying the quality of a 2DEG. The scattering rate and thus the mobility depends
strongly on the disorder; the lower the disorder, the higher the mobility.
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the electron density depends on the doping concentration and thickness of the AlGaAs
spacer between the 2DEG and the doping plane and illumination and gate voltage, if the
device has them.
Drude transport theory assumes that all electrons contribute to the current, since
each electron acquires the same average vd in the electric eld. However, all states below
the Fermi level are lled and the electric eld changes the distribution of electrons at
the Fermi level; only the states at the Fermi surface contribute to the conductivity. The
response of the electrons near the Fermi level to an electric eld is expressed in the
Einstein relation,
σ = e2g(EF )D, (2.22)
where g(EF ) is the density of occupied electron states and D is the diusion constant,
which is 2D is given by
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2.3 Ohmic contacts
Ohmic contacts are necessary to make electrical and thermal contact to the 2DEG. In
this section, we begin with a discussion on AuGeNi Ohmic contacts before presenting
the physics of the contact and resistivity models.
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2.3.1 AuGeNi Ohmic contacts
Introduction
Au, Ni and Ge alloys are the routinely employed material of choice to make Ohmic
contact to the electrons in GaAs-based devices, due to the excellent contact resistivity,
reliability, and usefulness over a wide range of doping levels[9]; Sn contacts used by
Gunn et al[10] evolved into AuGeNi contacts introduced by Braslau et al[11] in 1967.
In this thesis, two dierent Au, Ge and Ni alloy Ohmic contact processing meth-
ods are used for the samples; these methods are called eutectic or layered, in both cases
rapid thermal annealing (RTA) is used. Eutectic fabrication is the deposition of a AuGeNi
(83:12:5 atomic weight) eutectic ‘slug’ from a single evaporation boat; this technique has
little control over the nal deposited thickness of the contact. The layered technique
requires the separate evaporation of Ni, a AuGe eutectic (88:12 atomic weight) and Au
in a layered manner; this technique has more control of metal thickness and the order
of evaporation. There are reports[12, 13] showing that the specic contact resistance of
the layer by layer deposited Ohmic contact is more reproducible and the surface mor-
phology is smoother than by the AuGeNi alloy evaporation; Ref.[14] also suggests the
contact resistances depends on the orientation of the edges with respect to the crystal
directions of the substrate.
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The role of Au, AuGe and Ni in Ohmic contact formation
From the literature, there is a consensus on the roles of each metal, Table 2.1 summarises
dierent recipes of AuGeNi Ohmic contacts found in the literature. The layer of Au on
top reportedly improves surface morphology, reduces the sheet resistance and enhances
the eect of making more uniform Ohmic contacts[15, 16]. Some reports on the for-
mation mechanism claim that a contact is formed when AuNiGe originating from the
metallisation penetrates the heterostructure in concentrated spikes[17, 18]; however,
the literature generally supports the mechanism of homogeneous formations, where
the metal diuses consistently[19].
It is believed that annealing AuGeNi Ohmic contacts is a balance of Ge in-diusion
and Ga out-diusion in the boundary layer of the substrate which forms a negatively
doped layer, allowing electron tunnelling[20]; Ge is said to diuse from the AuGe alloy,
into the depth of the 2DEG to make contact[21]. In this mechanism, the metal on the
surface segregates into Ni-rich and Au-rich phases, where the Ni phases contain most
of the Ge; these phases penetrate the heterostructure and grow towards the 2DEG in
large grains diusing the Ge deeper[22]; excess As transports to the surface where it
either resides or vaporises.
It is understood that Ni enhances the diusivity of Ge in GaAs forming compounds
and making good electrical contact to GaAs[23]; from around 300 °C reports have iden-
tied grains such as, Ni2Ge, Ni3Ge, γ-NiAs, Ni2As, NiAs, Ga4Ni3, (GeNi)80 and GeNi2
moving toward the wafer making contact to the GaAs[24–26]; the Ni2GeAs grains re-
portedly grow with increasing temperature causing inhomogeneity at the interface[27–
30]. Without Ni, AuGe contacts have poor contact resistance, morphology, and have
large variations in contact resistance[31–34].
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It is believed, when T > 375 °C, Ga diuses up through the Ni layer, reacting with
Au forming phases such as α-AuGa[35–37], β-AuGa[38], Au2Ga, Au7Ga2, A3Ga[37],
Au4Ga[39] and Au(Ge, As)[40]. Voids formed by the loss of As are lled with dierent Ge
compounds like AuGe and NiGe (between 407 °C−425 °C)[41]; the kinetically favoured
AuGa reaction will continue until the supply of Au is exhausted.
In depth studies on phases and compounds of AuGeNi Ohmic contacts in Ref.[42]
and references therein, report a nal AuGa matrix a mixture of α-, α‘-, β-, β‘- AuGa
phase islands with NiGe and NiGeAs clusters.
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From the given description of annealing and the dierent recipes and conditions
used shown in Table 2.1 some conclusions can put forward as bullet points.
1. There is no dened recipe or condition used in every group, each group has their
own recipe and annealing conditions. However, there are similar results observed
in each group regarding compound formation at certain temperatures.
2. Annealing is a balance of Ge in-diusion and Ga out-diusion[20], Ge diuses
from the AuGe alloy into the depth of the 2DEG to make contact[21] and excess
As transports to the surface where it either resides or vaporises.
3. Ni enhances the diusivity of Ge in GaAs forming compounds and making good
electrical contact to GaAs[23].
4. From 300 °C Ni2Ge, Ni3Ge, γ-NiAs, Ni2As, NiAs, Ga4Ni3, (GeNi)80 and GeNi2
grains make contact to the GaAs[24–26] and Ni2GeAs grains grow with increasing
temperature [27–30].
5. When T > 375 °C, Ga diuses up through the Ni layer, reacting with Au forming
α-AuGa[35–37], β-AuGa[38], Au2Ga, Au7Ga2, A3Ga[37], Au4Ga[39] and Au(Ge,
As) [40] phases.
6. Between 407 °C−425 °C the voids formed by the loss of As are lled with dierent
Ge compounds like AuGe and NiGe [41].
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Table 2.1: Dierent recipes of AuGeNi Ohmic contacts on







250 nm AuGe (12%wt Ge)/110 nm Ni Furnace 240 °C→365 °C 5 mins [27]
50 nm Ni/270 nm AuGe (12%wt
Ge)/140 nm Ni
Furnace 240 °C→365 °C 5 mins [27]
160 nm AuGe (107.2 nm/52.8 nm)/40 nm
Ni
RTA
370 °C for 120 s
then 440 °C for
50 s
170 s [14]
100 nm AuGe (12%wt Ge)/30 nm
Ni/300 nm Au
RTA 390 °C→450 °C 45 s [21]
100 nm AuGe (12%wt Ge)/20 nm
Ni/50 nm Au
Furnace 490 °C
90 s, 115 s,
200 s
[23]
240 nm AuGe (12%wt Ge)/30 nm
Ni/120 nm Au
Furnace 430 °C 3 s→24 s [24]
5 nm Ni/100 nm AuGe/100 nm
Ni/200 nm Au
Furnace 350 °C→450 °C 30 s [20]
5 nm Ni/17 nm Ge/30 nm Au/15 nm
Ni/200 nm Au
Furnace 420 °C 30 s [40]
0 nm-10 nm Ni/100 nm AuGe (27%wt
Ge)/50 nm Au
Furnace 350 °C→600 °C 2 mins [38]
5 nm Ni/45 nm Au/20 nm Ge
Carbon
heater
450 °C 30 s [41]
20 nm Ni/20 nm Ge/300 nm Au Furnace 460 °C 8 mins→16 mins [30]
The dierent recipes and processing methods of AuGeNi Ohmic
contacts used in the literature. The elements are listed in order
of evaporation and the “/” symbol indicates an evaporation layer,
where this is not the case it is a eutectic, such as AuGe.
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2.3.2 The physics of Ohmic contacts
Ohmic contacts of metals on semiconductors are Schottky junctions[43, 44] of a su-
ciently narrow energy barrier so that extensive tunnelling across it causes the eective
barrier height to become zero[45]. The requirement of the Ohmic contact is that it must
allow electric currents to ow in and out of the device while the current-voltage I − V
relationship should be linear and remain Ohmic at low temperatures and high magnetic
elds, see Fig. 2.2.
The dominant electron transport mechanism in the Ohmic contact is eld emission.
The current density J for eld emission has the form,
J ≈ exp(−qφb/E00), (2.24)








where εs = εrε0 is the semiconductor permittivity, N is the doping factor, m∗ is the
eective mass, φb is barrier height and q is the electron charge[46].
Other current transport mechanisms include thermionic emission, see Fig. 2.2(a),
and thermionic-eld emission, see Fig. 2.2(b). In thermionic emission, the depletion
region is too thick due to low doping concentrations and minimal or no tunnelling takes
place across the interface. Thermionic-eld emission is a combination of thermionic and
eld emission where tunnelling takes place at energies between the top of the barrier
and the Fermi level; in this mechanism, electrons have enough thermal energy to reach
the upper narrower portion of the barrier where tunnelling may occur.






















Figure 2.2: Band diagrams and I − V plots showing three mod-
els for current transport mechanisms in metal-semiconductor
junction. (a) An example of current transport in the thermionic
emission regime where electrons may cross the potential barrier
by having enough thermal energy to pass over. The depletion
region is so wide that the only way for electrons to jump the
potential barrier is by emission over its maximum. (b) Current
transport in the thermionic-eld emission regime. At moder-
ately high doping, the barrier is slightly narrower then (a). Only
electrons with sucient thermal energy to tunnel near the top
of the barrier produce a signicant current. (c) Current trans-
port in the eld emission regime; the transport regime for Ohmic
contacts. At very high doping, the barrier can be thin enough
to permit eld emission; as the width of the depletion layer de-
creases with increasing doping, quantum-mechanical tunnelling
of electrons through the barrier occurs, this exhibits Ohmic be-
haviour.
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Fabricating the Ohmic contact for eld emission relies on the formation of the tun-
nelling metal-semiconductor junction by creating a thin heavily doped semiconductor
layer at the interface between the two materials. To achieve this, the presence of a highly
doped material, between the metal and semiconductor is necessary with the required
value of doping for n-GaAs of the order 1×1019cm−3[47], in AuGeNi contacts Ge is the
dopant. This highly doped semiconductor layer is formed during the contact prepara-
tion and heat treatment drives this dopant into the semiconductor[48]; by increasing the
doping density, narrowing the potential barrier, at low T the Fermi energy lifts closer
to the conduction band EC and the depletion depth is decreased, resulting in a higher
tunnel probability producing eld emission, see Fig. 2.2(c).
When the metal and the semiconductor make contact, a Schottky barrier forms be-
cause of band bending in the valence bandEV and conduction bandEC due to electronic
states at the semiconductor and metal interface; EC and EV in the semiconductor bend
to make the Fermi level EF align with the metal.
For Ohmic contacts, this barrier must be low enough for electrons to cross by eld
emission and introducing impurities on the semiconductor surface reduces barrier height
φb and presents surface states for Fermi level pinning[49]; surface states set the barrier
height for current to ow and occur in the gap between EC and EV and is a function of
the semiconductor and independent of the metal[50].
Figure 2.3 shows the energy band diagrams of the metal-semiconductor junction. As
the barrier height,
Φb = Φm − χs, (2.26)
is due to the dierence between the work function of the metal Φm and the semicon-
ductor electron anity χs, carriers travelling from the metal to the semiconductor need
to have an energy greater than Φb to pass over it; but carriers travelling from the semi-
conductor to the metal need to have an energy greater than Vbi, where Vbi is the built-in
potential given as,
Vbi = Φm −Φs. (2.27)
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In these possible transport mechanisms, a potential dierence must exist across the























Figure 2.3: Energy band diagrams of the metal-semiconductor
junction. (a) Before the two materials make contact, there is
a dierence between the EF of the metal and semiconductor.
(b) After contact, a Schottky barrier forms and charge transfer
bends EC and EV in the semiconductor to make EF align with
the metal. The barrier height Φb, is due to the dierence between
the work function of the metal Φm and the semiconductor elec-
tron anity χs given as, Φb = Φm−χs. Surface states, a function
of the semiconductor and independent of the metal, set the bar-
rier height Vbi for current to ow and occur in the gap between
the EC and the EV bands.
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Contact resistivity
In this section, we review the transfer length method (TLM)[51] where the total resis-
tance RT between any two contacts of length LC and width W separated by a distance
L could be measured and plotted as a function of L.
The common method for quantitatively evaluating the performance of Ohmic con-
tacts to semiconductors is to measure the value of the specic contact resistance ρC(Ω
cm2) and the TLM provides a method to achieve this; for the purposes of measurement,
the contact resistanceRC is the common parameter. TheRC of a 2DEG is the resistance
between top of the Ohmic contact and the edge of 2DEG and the primary resistance de-
termining the cooling of the sample through the leads, it arises during the annealing
process. Figure 2.4(a) shows a TLM test structure with a pattern of unequal spacing of
length Ln between the contacts, where n = 1,2,3,4. To determine the contact param-
eters with the TLM, resistance measurements are made between the adjacent contacts
and the total resistance RT between any two contacts is given by




where W is the width of the semiconductor channel and R◻ is the sheet resistance of
the 2DEG per square. By plotting the measured resistances as a function of the contact
spacing, the transfer length LT , the R◻ and the contact resistance RC is deduced from
the x-intercept and the y-intercept, see Fig. 2.4(b) where the slope = R◻W and intercepts
RT at 2RC and the x-axis at −2LT .
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Figure 2.4: (a) Schematic of a TLM device. The mask shows
the length of the semiconductor spacing (white) labelled as Ln,
where n = 1,2,3,4 increases between the metal contacts (yel-
low) which remain the same length LC ; the width W of the de-
vice remains the same. (b) Plotting the total resistance between
the contacts as a function of spacing. The intercept is twice the
contact resistanceRC and the slope represents the bulk resistiv-
ity. The parameter extracted from the x-intercept is the trans-
fer length −2LT , the eective length needed for the current to
transfer from the metal to semiconductor, and the parameter ex-
tracted from the y-intercept is the contact resistance 2RC .
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Figure 2.5 shows the current crowding model[52, 53], where the current does not
ow uniformly out of the whole length contact length LC but only from the transfer
LT , see Fig. 2.5(a); LT accounts for the current crowding at the edge and across the
length of the contact and is an indication of the resistance due to the contact’s nite
size. Figure 2.5(b) shows that current owing into or out of a contact can crowd into a
portion of the contact. In this model, the current I ow goes as
I(x) = Ioe−(x/LT ) (2.29)
where I is the current and x is the distance through the contact.







LT xx = 0
I
I
Figure 2.5: Illustration of current crowding and the transfer
length LT . a) Applying a voltage across the metal contacts re-
sults in the current not taking the entire cross section to en-
ter the semiconductor from the metal, but instead it takes a
very small fraction to enter the semiconductor from the metal –
this is the transfer length LT . b) The current ow encountered
beneath the planar contact. The current ow decreases expo-
nentially in the semiconductor layer from the edge in the form
I(x) = Ioe−(x/LT ) where I is the current and x is the distance.
The Ohmic contacts in this thesis have a LT ≪ LC .
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In the TLM model, R◻ and the resistance Rsk of the 2DEG underneath the contact
are the same. However, in an interpretation of the TLM data Ref.[54] shows the 2DEG
under the contact is damaged brought about by the alloying process occurring at the
metal-semiconductor interface, resulting in R◻ ≠ Rsk. Due to annealing, Rsk cannot
be accurately dened because the boundary between the contact and access regions is
dicult to determine; this is a product of the diusion between the metal and semicon-
ductor, so the current ow into this region is not homogeneous. This model became
more sophisticated by Reeves[55], who showed that LT and the specic contact resis-
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Reeves[55] shows that if Rsk is modied, the correct value of ρC and LT is found
by measuring the vertical resistance RV , this is the resistance between the top of the






















Here the basic ideas of superconductivity are covered.
A superconductor is an element, intermetallic alloy or a compound that exhibits two
related phenomena, perfect electrical conductivity and the Meissner eect, in which be-
low the critical temperature Tc and critical magnetic eld Bc, the superconductor com-
pletely expels all magnetic elds B from the interior. The Meissner eect distinguishes
a superconductor from a perfect conductor because a perfect conductor, such as a pure
metal at T = 0 K, can have zero resistance, but cannot to expel magnetism. Figure 2.6
illustrates the perfect electrical conductor in a sketch showing electrical resistanceR as
a function of temperature R(T ).
Superconductivity occurs when normal electrons inside the material form Cooper
pairs below Tc, resulting in a condensate with a lower energy than the normal electrons.
Cooper pairs have spatial extent of the order of the coherence length ξ, the length inside
which any change to the electron wavefunction at one point will propagate to the other
electrons. At T = 0 K all the Cooper pairs are in the ground state, separated from the
allowed excited states by an energy gap ∆(T ). From BCS theory the energy gap at
T = 0 K relates to Tc (independent of material) by
2∆(T = 0) = 3.5kBTc, (2.36)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant[56].
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Only the electrons within an energy range kBTc of the superconducting ground
state take part in the superconductivity. For T > 0 K some of the Cooper pairs break-up
and quasiparticles are generated; quasiparticles include both electron-like and hole-like
excitations. With increasing T the quasiparticles are excited across the gap and there
are fewer Cooper pairs in the superconducting ground state so that ∆(T ) → 0 K at



















Figure 2.6: (a) A schematic showing of the typical transition
from normal to superconducting behaviour in the resistance
R(T ) of a superconductor, below the critical temperature Tc a
temperature unique to the specic material, the superconductor
loses its electrical resistance. In all superconductors, the cur-
rent I is carried by Cooper pairs. When the temperature is less
than the critical temperature, T < Tc, the binding energy of the
Cooper pairs is large compared to the thermal energy, resulting
in Cooper pairs propagating through the material and therefore,
current owing without any resistance. (b) BCS theory predicts
that the normalised excitation gap ∆(T )/∆(0) as function of
reduced temperature T /Tc follows a universal curve, the ratio
2∆ = 3.52kBTc is universal.
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In the Meissner eect the externally applied magnetic eld B is screened from the
bulk of the superconductor by screening currents owing on the surface of the super-
conductor. The screening currents allow B to penetrate the superconductor up to a
length inside the superconductor, called the penetration depth λL; screening currents
can only screen B up to a certain Bc and when B > Bc superconductivity is destroyed
and the superconductor will return to its normal state. Figure 2.7 shows the Meissner
eect, where B is completely expelled from the material for T < Tc, superconductors
below Tc to exclude B as long it does not exceed their unique critical magnetic eld Bc.
A DC current IDC owing in the superconductor can also destroy the superconduc-
tivity. The critical current density Jc is the maximum current that a superconductor can
support; above Jc the current breaks the Cooper pairs destroying the superconducting
state.
T > Tc T < Tc
Figure 2.7: Schematic showing the Meissner eect. When the
temperature T < Tc, the magnetic eld B is completely expelled
from the material, but when T > Tc, B penetrates the material.
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In the presence of B the free energy of the normal state is lower and the supercon-
ductivity is quenched, this happens at the critical magnetic eld Bc. This puts a limit
on the current, called the critical current Ic, which may be carried by a superconductor
due to B induced by the current itself. The relationship between Bc at any T below Tc
is given by,






In both Type I and Type II superconductors B is completely excluded from the in-
terior and is superconducting when B is less then the critical magnetic eld Bc or Bc1;
however, above Bc or Bc2, the material is no longer superconducting.
Figure 2.8(a) shows that in Type I superconductors, B is expelled completely from
the interior for elds below Bc, this is the Meissner eect, but applying B in excess of
Bc quenches superconductivity and returns the material to its normal state. In Type
II superconductors, see Fig. 2.8(b), it is thermodynamically favourable for the super-
conductor to exist in a mixed normal and superconducting state. Fields in excess of
Bc1 penetrates the superconductor in the form of vortices where B is conned; in































Figure 2.8: Phase diagrams for Type I and Type II supercon-
ductors. (a) In the superconducting state, Type I superconduc-
tors completely expel B from the interior when B < Bc, this is
the Meissner eect. When B > Bc, the external applied mag-
netic eld quenches superconductivity and returns the material
to its normal state; Type I superconductors have only one critical
magnetic eld Bc. (b) Type II superconductors exhibit a mixed
state ordinary and superconducting properties at intermediate
temperature and elds above Bc1, but below Bc2. The super-
conducting phases in this mixed state features the formation of
magnetic eld vortices. The vortex density increases with in-
creasing eld strength and when B > Bc2, superconductivity is




This chapter describes the two-dimensional electron gas in practice, this includes dis-
cussion on the GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure, sample fabrication methods and Ohmic
contact processing techniques. The wafer characteristics and the Ohmic contact pro-
cessing conditions for the samples are covered in this chapter. Also presented in this
chapter are microstructure and morphology investigations of Ohmic contacts.
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3.2 GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunctions
The advantage semiconductor structures have over metallic lms is the charge carriers
can have a higher mobility and secondly, by doping or by applying an electric eld, the
carrier concentration can be varied. The carrier density is much lower than in metals
with a Fermi wavelength comparable to structures fabricated by lithographic methods,
making possible the study of diusive, quasi-ballistic and ballistic transports regimes,
examples include the integer and quantum Hall Eect[58, 59] and one-dimensional
conduction[60].
Electronic transport in a system is described as two-dimensional, when potential
barriers constrain the electrons in one direction. To quantise the motion of a particle in
one direction, the conning potential must have a width comparable to the de Broglie
wavelength λ = h/p of the particle, in a semiconductor this is 10 nm. If the kinetic
energy of the electron is smaller than the conning potential energy, the momentum and
energy associated with the motion in the conned direction is quantised and the electron
will lose one or more degrees of freedom; depending on the number of connement
directions, the system will be two, one or zero-dimensional. Modern lithographic and
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) techniques produce systems that behave as planes, wires
and dots; the heterostructures in this thesis are grown by MBE.
The electric transport of conducting materials like metals or semiconductors are un-
derstood using the Drude model of the free electron gas. The transport properties at low
temperatures are determined by the electrons close to the Fermi level EF . Therefore,
the electron gas will be considered two-dimensional if one of the dimensions are com-
parable to the Fermi wavelength λF , the de Broglie wavelength of the electrons at EF ;







where n2D is the carrier concentration.
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3.2.1 MBE growth
Molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) allows semiconductor crystals such as GaAs/AlGaAs,
to be grown layer-by-layer with atomic precision[61], with the opportunity to engineer
the band structure, Fig. 3.1 shows a schematic of a MBE chamber. The starting point
for growth is a very clean, high purity crystal of GaAs mounted on a rotating heated
substrate holder, connected to a Continual Azimuthal Rotation (CAR) in an ultra-high
vacuum chamber. The wafer is grown a monolayer at a time in an ultra-high vacuum
(10−8–10−12 Torr) and the Al, Si (n-type dopant), Ga and As are individually heated in
separate sources called eusion or Knudsen cells; the molecular beams of each element
are controlled by shutters. The growth rate and surface cleanliness before and during
epitaxy is observed using reection high-energy electron diraction (RHEED).
























Figure 3.1: A schematic of a MBE chamber used to grow the
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures. There are four dierent eu-
sion cells Ga, As, Al and Si that evaporated from solid sources
in heated cells known as Knudsen or eusion cells; the atoms
of the material euses toward the heated substrate in collimated
beams. Within these beams, the particles neither react nor col-
lide with one another and the rotation of the heated substrate
allows uniform deposition. The deposition onto the substrate is
ballistic and the particles undergo molecular ow, thus the name
molecular-beam epitaxy.
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3.2.2 Modulation-doped heterostructures
High quality mobility AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure have close matched lattice con-
stants to reduce strain and dislocations and by nature, is the ideal crystal to produce
high mobility 2D samples. In GaAs, it is possible to control the band gap Eg through
band gap engineering. If a fraction x of the Ga atoms in GaAs is replaced by Al atoms,
then the alloy AlxGa1−xAs is produced. If the substitution is achieved randomly, then
the band gap of the resulting alloy Eg(AlxGa1−xAs) is given by,
Eg(AlxGa1−xAs) = (1.424 + 1.247x)eV; (3.2)
in this thesis x = 0.33. The matched lattice parameter between GaAs and Al0.33Ga0.67As
means that one can be grown on top of the other and at the heterojunction, there will
be little strain. Therefore, very few dislocations will be formed at the junction, which
will be atomically sharp; the lack of strain and dislocations means there will be few
scattering centres in the 2DEG.
Due the growth of GaAs and AlxGa1−xAs, the conduction band EC and the valence
band EV are shifted in the AlxGa1−xAs relative to the GaAs, so that a quantum well is
formed for both electrons and holes in the GaAs layers, see Fig. 3.2. The free carriers
are now conned along the z-axis and form standing waves in the potential well, but
they are still free to move in the xy-plane.
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Figure 3.2: A quantum well made up of a layer of GaAs width a,
sandwiched between two layers of Al0.33Ga0.67As; the electronic
structure shows Eg(GaAs) = 1.42 eV is the gap of bulk GaAs
and the lowest conned level of EC is Ee1.
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Figure 3.3 shows a nite depth GaAs quantum well surrounded by AlGaAs, with
the EC prole shown. Due to Eg(GaAs) < Eg(AlGaAs), the well in EC occurs in the
region composed of GaAs. If the system is doped with electrons only one state in the
quantum well is occupied, labelled as E1; if growth and electron connement occurs in




Figure 3.3: Finite depth GaAs quantum well surrounded by Al-
GaAs. The square well potential provides connement in the
z-direction, but the electron is still free to move in the xy-plane.
The electron wavefunction and energy in the 2DEG are given by
Ψ = Aeikxxeikyyu(z) and E = h̵2(k2x + k2y)/2m +E1.
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However, a simpler structure is the single heterostructure, see Fig. 3.4, where band
bending gives rise to a triangular connement well. To increase the purity of the het-
erojunction, it is modulation doped[62]; the n-type dopant, Si in this thesis, is intro-
duced into the wide band gap AlGaAs at some distance from the 2DEG formed at the
heterojunction interface. Therefore, the positive ionised Si atoms, upon donating their
electrons will be situated further from the 2DEG leaving the narrow band gap GaAs free
from intentional doping.
Figure 3.4 shows the conduction bands line-up when the two layers are rst brought
in contact and that EF is constant throughout the sample. The bottom of EC in the
AlGaAs region is much higher than EF and the electrons only populate the narrow gap
GaAs. At temperatures T > 100 K, the thermally activated electrons spill over from the
n-AlGaAs across the electrostatic barrier, leaving the positively charged donors. This
space charge causes band bending, which prevents electrons returning to their donors.
The electrons transferred into the lower lying EC of GaAs are conned in a trian-
gular potential well, producing a 2DEG, see Fig. 3.4; the triangular potential well has a
10 nm width, which is comparable to the Fermi wavelength of the electrons. Trapped
electrons donated by Si dopants in the AlGaAs populate the well and with motion quan-
tised in the growth direction of the crystal, the electrons are free to move in the plane
parallel to the interface. If a large increase in the density of free electrons in the AlGaAs
region occurs, the minimum in EC within the doped AlGaAs layer falls below EF cre-
ating a second population of electrons to appear in the doped AlGaAs region causing
parallel conduction.
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Whilst Si-doped AlGaAs provides excess electrons, not all the donor atoms are ionised
releasing their electrons to the DX centres; the energy of the DX centres lies within EC
for AlGaAs, typically mid-gap[63]. At temperatures T < 150 K, the DX centres freeze
out and there is not enough thermal energy to excite the electrons out of the DX centres.
However, the band gap energy for this system Eg,Al0.33Ga0.67As ≈ 1.834eV corresponds
to a wavelength of ≈ 676 nm[64], the wave length of red light, and by illuminating the
sample with a red light-emitting diode (LED), the electrons in the DX centres are excited
enough to allow them to reach the heterojunction thus, increasing the carrier density of
the 2DEG[65]; this is known as persistent photoconductivity or ‘ashing’ and is used as
a means of changing the carrier density of the 2DEG in this thesis. If the sample remains
at low T , there is not enough energy for the electrons to overcome the jump in EC and
return to the AlGaAs layer, allowing the 2DEG to maintain its higher density. However,
if the sample is thermally cycled, it will return to its original state.





















Figure 3.4: Conduction band EC prole of a modulation-doped
AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure. The GaAs/AlGaAs heterostruc-
ture is fabricated by growing the ternary compound AlxGa1−xAs
(x ≈ 0.33) on a GaAs substrate. The crystal has few lattice de-
fects because the mismatch in lattice spacing between the two
materials is very small. At the interface between the two mate-
rials, the edge of the EC (blue) is bent to form a potential well
and electrons donated by Si dopants (green +) in the AlGaAs
are trapped in the potential well at the interface. The ionised
dopants are spatially separated from the 2DEG by a spacer layer
reducing the scattering of the electrons by the ionised dopants.
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3.2.3 Wafer details
Figure 3.5 shows the MBE grown structure of wafers W476, V827 and V834. In this struc-
ture, the 2DEG is created 90 nm below the sample surface at the Al0.33Ga0.67As/GaAs
interface; on top of the undoped GaAs there is 80 nm of Al0.33Ga0.67As, capped with a
10 nm GaAs top layer; there is Si-doping in the upper 40 nm of AlGaAs, giving a spacer
layer distance of 40 nm between the dopants and the 2DEG.
Table 3.1 summarises the carrier density n2D and the mobility µ for each wafer.
Table 3.1: Assessment laboratory carrier density n2D and the










W476 3.0 1.9 5.2 3.5
V834 1.34 1.67 3.44 3.57
V827 1.19 1.58 3.17 3.41
W939 2.22 5.8 3.64 9.7
Assessment laboratory characteristics of the wafers in this the-
sis, data taken at 1.5 K. The wafers were grown in two dier-
ent molecular beam epitaxy machines (V and W) by Ian Farrer
(W476, W939) and Harvey Beere (V827 and V834).










Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of the MBE grown structure of
wafers W476, V834 and V827, which are modulation-doped Al-




After removal of the wafer from the MBE vacuum system, a series of processing stages is
required to produce a device suitable for measurement. The process of device fabrication
begins by blowing with dry nitrogen to remove any GaAs dust and then rinsing in
acetone, propanol and deionised water. In this thesis, the minimum size of an Ohmic
contact is 60µm × 80µm and the maximum is 4 mm × 1 mm, for this ultra-violet (UV)
optical lithography is required.
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3.3.1 Photolithography of mesa structures
Figure 3.6 shows the process of optical lithography, processing begins by cleaving the
wafer into chips and then coating with negative photoresist and baked, see Fig. 3.6(a).
Patterning follows in Fig. 3.6(b) by placing the chip in a mask aligner and exposing
it to an ultra-violet (UV) source through a photomask. Next, as shown in Fig. 3.6(c),
the chemical development removes exposed areas on the chip followed by rinsing af-
terwards. Wet etching removes areas between the various mesas on the chip to provide
isolation and dene the conducting channel, see Fig. 3.6(d); it is necessary to etch be-













Figure 3.6: (a) Fabricating the mesa begins by depositing a pho-
toresist layer on the chip surface and exposing it to a UV source
through a mask; the mask contains the pattern of the mesa struc-
ture which is projected to the sample by exposure to UV light. (b)
Development removes the exposed photoresist and (c) wet etch-
ing etches the regions not protected by the photoresist; transfer-
ring the required pattern onto the chip after etching, (d) leaving
a raised area referred to as the mesa.
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3.4 Technical details
In this thesis, ten samples are measured. These high electron mobility transistor (HEMT)
structures are made from one of four wafers: W476, V827, V834 and W939; the substrate
growth temperature was 625 °C-630 °C, as measured by band-edge thermometry. The
wafers were grown in two dierent molecular beam epitaxy machines by Ian Farrer
(W476, W939) and Harvey Beere (V827 and V834) at the University of Cambridge; the
V-chamber is a Veeco ModGENII and the W-chamber is a Veeco GENIII. Table 3.1 gives
the carrier density n2D and mobility µ is given for each wafer and Fig. 3.5 (W476, V827
and V834) shows the growth layer structures. Table 3.2 summarises the Ohmic contact
processing conditions, processing is by Graham Creeth, Patrick See and Pedro Vianez
using layered or eutectic metal deposition techniques.
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3.4.1 Ohmic contacts
As shown in Fig. 3.7(a), after the mesa etch, Ohmic contact fabrication begins by coat-
ing the chip rst in positive photoresist and then exposing it to UV light through a
photomask. The chip is then soaked in chlorobenzene, which hardens the surface of the
resist and develops slowly producing an undercut prole, see Fig. 3.7(b); it is important
to create a break in the evaporated metal layer deposited on the surface because it would
be impossible to remove the underlying resist and therefore, the unwanted metal from
the structure. Following this in Fig. 3.7(c), evaporation commences and a quartz crystal
monitor measures the approximate deposition thickness of the evaporated metal onto
the chip; the metal is either evaporated as a AuGeNi (83:12:5 atomic weight) eutectic or
in layers of Ni, a AuGe eutectic (88:12 atomic weight) and Au. Removing the photoresist
and the metal on top after evaporation leaves only the metal deposited into the devel-
oped regions, as shown in Fig. 3.7(d). Finally in Fig. 3.7(e), all the contact metal lies
on the surface of the chip and annealing diuses the material down into the crystal to
achieve the Ohmic contact to the conducting layer. This takes place in a rapid thermal
annealer (RTA) at 430 °C for 80 s.

















Figure 3.7: Electrical connection to the 2DEG is through the fab-
rication of Ohmic contacts. (a) Photolithography begins by ex-
posing the resist-coated chip to a pattern using UV light. (b)
After exposure with the mask aligner, the sample is soaked in
chlorobenzene. (c) The chlorobenzene hardens the surface of the
resist so that it develops more slowly, resulting in an undercut
prole without this, it is not possible to remove the underlying
resist and the unwanted metal from the structure. (d) The chip
is developed and loaded into an evaporator for metal deposition;
resist and excess metal removal follows. (e) Rapid thermal an-
nealing (RTA) enables the diusion of deposited metal into the
crystal, creating a contact to the conducting layer.
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3.4.2 Ohmic contact processing conditions
Samples A and E were fabricated using the eutectic metal deposition technique, by ther-
mally evaporating 120 mm of AuGeNi from a eutectic slug (by weight: 83% Au, 5% Ni,
12% Ge). The layered samples were fabricated in dierent batches using the layered
metal deposition technique by evaporating either a 0 nm or 3 nm Ni layer, then a eutec-
tic AuGe (by weight: 88% Au, 12% Ge), then a further Ni layer and nally a Au capping
layer. Annealing conditions for all contacts were the same: annealed in a forming gas
(N2 + H2) at 430 °C in a rapid thermal annealer (RTA) for 80 s. These conditions give
the lowest RC , in agreement with the U-shaped dependence of RC on annealing tem-
perature [12, 13, 19, 66]. The Ohmic contact processing conditions for all samples are
summarised in Table 3.2.
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A W476 I Eutectic Au:Ge:Ni = 83:12:5 wt% = 160 nm
B V834 II Layered 3 nm Ni/136 nm AuGe/30 nm Ni/180 nm Au
C V827 II Layered 3 nm Ni/136 nm AuGe/30 nm Ni/180 nm Au
D V834 III Layered 0 nm Ni/130 nm AuGe/50 nm Ni/164 nm Au
E W939 VI Eutectic Au:Ge:Ni = 83:12:5 wt% = 160 nm
F V834 II Layered 3 nm Ni/136 nm AuGe/30 nm Ni/180 nm Au
G V834 III Layered 0 nm Ni/130 nm AuGe/50 nm Ni/164 nm Au
H V834 IV Layered 0 nm Ni/139 nm AuGe/35 nm Ni/175 nm Au
I V834 V Layered 0 nm Ni/123 nm AuGe/30 nm Ni/200 nm Au
J V834 II Layered 3 nm Ni/136 nm AuGe/30 nm Ni/180 nm Au
Table of Ohmic contact processing conditions for the samples in
this thesis. Samples A (Graham Creeth) and E (Pedro Vianez)
were fabricated using the eutectic metal deposition technique,
by thermally evaporating 120 mm of AuGeNi from a eutectic
slug (by weight: 83% Au, 5% Ni, 12% Ge). Patrick See processed
the layered contacts, fabricated in dierent batches by evapo-
rating either a 0 nm or 3 nm Ni layer, then a eutectic AuGe (by
weight: 88% Au, 12% Ge), then a further Ni layer and nally a
Au capping layer. All contacts were annealed in a forming gas
(N2 + H2) at 430 °C in a rapid thermal annealer (RTA) for 80 s.
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3.5 Ohmic contact microstructure
To investigate the structural and chemical make-up of the Ohmic contacts used in this
thesis, Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) tech-
niques are used to investigate the contacts on Sample J. As shown in Fig. 3.8, investiga-
tions take place in two locations of the Ohmic contact, the centre (bulk) and the edge.
Two perspectives of the contact are investigated: the top and a cross-sectional side-view,
achieved using a Ga-ion beam to mill a trench; the side-view images where taken are
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Figure 3.8: Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and Energy
Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis of Sample J. The lighter grey
bonded regions are the Ohmic contacts and indicated with a
white line, the mesa boundary. Surface SEM images and EDX
data is taken from contact A and B; cross sectional data is taken
from contact A.
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3.5.1 In the bulk of the contact
Figure 3.9(a) shows a surface study in the centre of contact B where a 5µm × 5µm region
is chosen from a larger 25 µm × 25 µm area. The images show a surface morphology
with a grains of order ≈ 1µm. In Fig. 3.9(b) EDX mapping reveals a Au rich surface
that surrounds the Ni-rich grain with a presence of Ga and of Al as reported[67, 68];
it is not clear what has replaced Al if Al has diused out. The dark areas in the SEM
images are shown to be Ni, As and Ge-rich regions, this has been previously reported
by Kumar[69] and Ga is present everywhere.
Figure 3.9(c) shows the sidewall of a trench cut into contact B, using a Ga focused
ion beam. The light material just below the surface is Au-rich, within it and near the
semiconductor interface are dark Ni-rich inclusions that are 0.1µm−0.5µm in size; the
Ni-rich regions viewed from above are larger grains penetrating down. The EDX maps
show that the inclusions contain no Au, but have high concentrations of Ni and As, as
shown in the surface data.
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~90nm
Figure 3.9: Surface and cross-sectional SEM and EDX data of the
bulk of the Ohmic contact of Sample J. (a) The surface morphol-
ogy shows dark grains of the order 5µm or less. (b) Surface EDX
elemental mapping not only reveals a contrast between the Au
and Al region and the Ni, Ge and As-rich grains, but also that
Ga seems to be ubiquitous. (c) The sidewall structure and EDX
mapping exposes an As region and Ni-rich inclusions below the
Au-rich surface. It is observed that the larger Ni inclusion on the
far right-hand side is big enough to protrude up to the surface.
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3.5.2 At the edge of the contact
Figure 3.10 shows at the edge of the contacts are ‘ngers’ ≈ 5µm wide and 30µm long.
The Au-rich smooth surface contains smaller amounts of Al and Ga while the edges of
the ngers are Ni and Ge-rich. Underneath the surface is Ni, Ge and As-rich inclusions
<1 µm. At the edge of the ngers are sub-micron to µm regions where the material ap-
pears to be ‘eaten up’. Spectra point analysis shows these regions contain high amounts
of Au, Ga, Ge, Ni and As, see inset of Fig. 3.10(b); the C shown in the analysis is the
carbon tab that the sample is mounted to.




Figure 3.10: Surface and cross-sectional SEM and EDX data at
the edge of the Ohmic contact of Sample J. (a) The surface mor-
phology of the ngers is generally smooth except at the edges
where the material appears to be ‘eaten up’ leaving µm rougher
surface regions. EDX spectra is taken at the red ⋆. (b) The EDX
spectra shows the region rich in Au and Ga with a weaker pres-
ence of Ni, Ge and As. (c) Elemental surface mapping unveils
Ni-rich edges and a Ge and Au-rich surface with a weaker pres-
ence of Al, Ga and As; the rich Ga and As regions between the
ngers is the mesa. (d) Below the Au-rich surface is Ni, Ge and
As-rich inclusions <1µm.
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3.5.3 Discussion
The investigation shows the surface consists of Ni, Ge and As-rich grains surrounded
by Au, Ga and Al similar to Refs.[67, 69, 70]. The Au and Ga may be a form of AuGa
alloy such as those already seen in AuGeNi contacts [23, 38, 39, 42, 67, 71–73]. Due to
the use of a Ga-ion beam to achieve the side-view, Ga is not shown on EDX side-view
mapping, but it is assumed to be present based on EDX spectra. Below the surface lies
Ni, Ge and As-rich inclusions of order µm, this is concentrated at the semiconductor
interface which, in some cases, consumes some of the GaAs unevenly, at the edge, the
inclusions are <1µm; this is identied to be NiAs, NiAs(Ge) or Ni2GeAs[23, 25, 27–
30, 36, 39, 40, 72]. Larger examples of these structures visible from above as Ni-rich
grains, penetrate about 200 nm deeper than the Au-rich layer, probably reaching the
2DEG. Edge EDX maps conrm reports[74] that Ge leaves the metal layers and diuses





In this chapter, the experimental techniques applied to low-temperature measurements
are shown. The chapter begins with a discussion on the low-temperature cryostat, this
includes the 4.2 K liquid He Dewar and the dilution refrigerator and its operation. Ther-
mometry for low-temperatures are then discussed including current sensing noise ther-
mometry (CSNT). Then nally, the electrical transport section presents the circuits re-
quired to understand the measurements taken. In all measurements, sample data acqui-
sition is by Cryomeas, written by Professor C. J. B. Ford at the University of Cambridge
and the thermometry is read by Noise-t, an in-house program designed for CSNT mea-
surements, and Oxford Instruments’ software that reads the resistor thermometers.
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4.2 The dilution refrigerator and 4.2K Dewar
Before samples are mounted onto a dilution refrigerator for an experiment, it is im-
portant to characterise the samples at low temperatures done using a 4.2 K liquid He
Dewar. The typical protocol for assessment of samples at 4.2 K requires the sample to
be mounted onto a measurement probe that is then inserted into the liquid He, this is
called ‘dipping’. The advantage of this process allows fast sample turn around and anal-
ysis; dilution refrigerator systems take much longer to cool down and warm-up and
thus, it is important to have a known working and characterised sample so that fridge
time is not wasted.
A dilution refrigerator is capable of achieving temperatures of 10 mK, therefore sam-
ples mounted on these systems are able to be cooled down further then 4.2 K allowing
temperature dependent behaviour to have a greater eect.
The main cooling process of the dilution fridge takes place in the mixing chamber
where a mixture of 3He and 4He separate into a concentrated 3He-rich phase and a 4He-
rich dilute phase; the separation occurs when T ≈ 0.7 K. For the atoms to be pushed
across the boundary, excess He needs to be removed using the still which acts as a
distillation chamber, evaporating 3He and is operated when T ≈ 0.7 K. 3He has a lower
boiling point than 4He, so heating the mixture distils the 3He out of the 4He creating less
3He atoms in the mixture causing the 3He atoms to cross the phase boundary from the
concentrated phase into the dilute phase, absorbing heat; the entropy increases when
atoms move from a pure phase into a dilute phase, cooling the system.
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The dilution refrigerator is able to run continuously if the pumped 3He gas from
the dilute phase is cooled and returned to the concentrated phase; backing and roots
pumps control the continuous circulation of the mixture. The 3He returns via a nitrogen
cooled cold trap and a He cooled cold trap to freeze out any impurities. The condenser
is connected to the 1 K pot, which is cooled by pumping and cools to the temperature of
the pot; the relling of the 1 K pot is controlled with a manually operated needle valve
and is continuously lled from the 4He bath, for further information see Ref.[75]. Figure
4.1 shows a schematic of the operation of a dilution refrigerator.



















Figure 4.1: Schematic of the dilution refrigerator. The essential
cooling process of the dilution fridge takes place in the mixing
chamber. When T ≈ 0.7 K, the mixture of 3He and 4He sepa-
rates into a concentrated 3He rich phase and a dilute 4He rich
phase. Upon cooling the mixture further, the top concentrated
phase tends to 100 % of 3He and the dilute phase tends to 6.6 %
of 3He, this is maintained even as T → 0; the 3He is pumped
from the dilute phase in the still. In order to maintain the 6.6 %
dilute phase, 3He is evaporated causing cooling to occur. The
heat exchangers are on the return line for the incoming hot 3He.
To run the dilution refrigerator continuously, the pot pump and
still pump keep the pot running and the system circulating. The
still is heated to increase circulation and cooling power via the
still heater. The 1 K pot is maintained at 1 K and is continuously
lled from the liquid 4He bath.
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In this thesis, there are two Oxford Instruments dilution refrigerators used for dier-
ent experiments, the Kelvinox 400 and the Triton 200 cryogen-free dilution refrigerator.
Figure 4.2(a) shows the Oxford Instruments’ Kelvinox 400 conventional ‘wet’ re-
frigerator that operates as described; the term ‘wet’ means there is a main 4He bath.
The cryostat can be controlled and the temperature data can be read by the Kelvinox
Integrated Gas Handling monitor (IGH monitor), this is software provided by Oxford
Instruments. The diagnostic thermometry is measured using calibrated resistor ther-
mometers and the magnetic eld is created by a superconducting magnet sitting inside
the main He bath.
Figure 4.2(b) shows the Triton 200 cryogen-free dilution refrigerator; cryogen-free
or ‘dry’ means there is not a main 4He bath. This system is automated and it is a closed
cycle system, so no transfer of helium is required. The dilution unit is the same as that
used in a conventional dilution refrigerator and there is a small mixture of 4He and 3He
in a helium gas tank or ‘dump’, but instead of a He bath, the cooling is achieved with a
pulse tube pre-cooling stage. For a full cool down, the pulse tube is turned on and the
pre-cool circuit is cooled to 3 K. Once cold, the mixture is added from the dump and
is circulated through the dilution unit where it continues cooling on each cycle of the
liquid until the base temperature is reached.
In a conventional wet fridge, the size of the experimental stages is limited by the
size of the neck of the He Dewar; the He Dewar has a neck with a small diameter,
to reduce the rate of liquid He boil o. In a cryogen-free system, the diameter of the
plates is not limited by this factor, so they can be much larger, increasing the amount of
experiments that can be run at one time. Typically, the cryogen-free refrigerator is not
ideal for sensitive measurements, the pulse tube is a source of mechanical noise, but in
the Triton 200 cryogen-free dilution refrigerator the pulse tube is decoupled from the
system reducing the vibrations. Both refrigerators typically have a base temperature
T ≈ 10 mK.















Figure 4.2: (a) The ‘wet’ Kelvinox 400 dilution refrigerator. In
the conventional ‘wet’ refrigerator, the He Dewar has a neck
with a small diameter to reduce the rate of He liquid boil o. (b)
The ‘dry’ Triton 200 cryogen-free refrigerator. In a cryogen-free
system, the plate diameter is not limited by this factor, because
there is a small charge of 3He and 4He mixture, which is operated
with a pulse tube refrigerator pre-cooling stage. Therefore, due
to no He boil o, the experimental plates are much larger. When
the cryogen-free dilution refrigerator is cooled below T ≈ 3 K,
the dilution system will continue the cooling process.
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4.3 Thermometry
4.3.1 Primary and secondary thermometers
Temperature is the critical parameter when performing experiments at low T , and thus
reliable thermometers are required to measure this. Therefore, accurate temperature
measurement is required and the ideal calibrated thermometer will have low dissipation,
rapid thermal response, cover a wide temperature range, be traceable to temperature
scales and be independent of a magnetic eld B.
Thermometers can either be primary, where they do not have to be calibrated against
a xed point, or secondary where they cannot be used reliably as temperature sensors
unless calibrated at a xed point or many xed points.
Generally, commercial calibrated ruthenium oxide (RuO2) resistance thermometers
are mounted on various parts of the cryostat and work convincingly to T ≈ 50 mK, but
other thermometers such as current sensing noise thermometry (CSNT) developed at
Royal Holloway[76] are used in this thesis for lower temperatures and better accuracy;
the CSNT can accurately, to 1%, measure temperatures from 550µK to 4 K.
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4.3.2 Current sensing noise thermometry
A calibrated fast-response CSNT is an eective essential tool in low-temperature mea-
surements and was designed, built and tested with intention of mounting it onto the
Kelvinox mixing chamber in the future; calibration was performed on the Triton 200
mixing chamber using a RuO2 thermometer and a slower primary CSNT with previ-
ously published results, see Ref.[77]. Figure 4.3 shows the electrical diagram of a CSNT.
A CSNT operates by measuring the Johnson noise in a sensor resistor; Johnson noise
is the electronic noise generated by the thermal movement of charge carriers in a con-
ductor, inducing a small and measurable current to ow. The resistive element of a
CSNT is coupled to a low Tc DC SQUID, used as the front-end amplier and the thermal
Johnson noise in the sensor is measured; the operation of a DC SQUID is described in
detail in Ref.[78]. This resistor is a metal that has a resistance that does not vary below
T < 4 K and is assumed to be constant in these temperature ranges. The current noise
measured in a CSNT is linked directly to the Boltzmann constant kB so in principle, it
can be used as a primary thermometer.
To measure the temperature T of a particular plate on a cryostat, such as the mixing
chamber with a variable T , there is a thermal link made between the CSNT sensor
resistor and the plate. It is inductively coupled to the SQUID, which is thermally linked
to a xed T plate such as the cold plate at 100 mK. The SQUID amplies the thermal
noise current of the resistor and the room temperature electronics read out the output
of the SQUID. The mean square current noise owing through the SQUID input coil,





1 + ω2τ 2 , (4.1)
where ω = 2πf and τ = L/R; the inductance L is dominated by the DC SQUID input

















Figure 4.3: Schematic of the current sensing noise thermometer
(CSNT), which measures the Johnson noise in a noise resistor.
The resistive element is coupled to a low TC DC SQUID that is
used as the front-end amplier to measure the thermal Johnson
noise in the sensor. This resistor R is a metal that does not vary
in resistance below T < 4 K.
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The resistance R of the sensor is chosen either for reduction in measurement time
or reduction in the noise temperature; this results in a fast, high resistance thermometer
or a slow, low resistance thermometer; a fast CSNT with high R and larger bandwidth
captures noise traces more quickly, but a slow CSNT with low R has a lower roll o
frequency and a longer sampling time. The initial tests of the CSNT were performed at
4.2 K and once mounted on the Triton 200, the primary CSNT and RuO2 thermometer
veried the calibration at T = 1 K ensuring reliability.
In Fig. 4.4(a), the fast CSNT is shown to connect to the input coil of the SQUID
through a ltered pair of Nb screw terminal joints and a superconducting twisted pair
of NbTi wires providing a superconducting connection. The NbTi wires connect the
CSNT on the mixing chamber plate to the SQUID on the 100 mK plate, and are threaded
through a PTFE sleeve with Apiezon N grease injected inside the sleeve to reduce any
vibrations of the superconducting wire reducing unwanted the noise.
Figure 4.4(b) shows the sensor resistor is made up of Cu foil of R = 2 mΩ with
one side grounded to the Cu base and the oating side spot welded to Nb foil via PtW
wire; the heat leak to the oating side of the sensor is minimised by exploiting the
poor thermal conductivity of superconducting Nb. The PtW wire link increases the
total sensor resistance to a value R = 256 mΩ. Good thermalisation between a sensor
resistor and the thermometer holder is achieved by electrically grounding one end of
the resistor to a large Cu volume; the electrons in the resistor are cooled by conduction
through the direct link to the Cu mixing chamber plate in which the thermometer is

















Figure 4.4: Design, assembly and mounting of the fast CSNT
used in this thesis. (a) In a CSNT, the sensor resistor connects
to the input coil of the SQUID through a pair of Nb screw ter-
minals and a superconducting twisted pair of NbTi wires, pro-
viding the superconducting connection. To guarantee excellent
thermalisation between the sensor resistor and the thermome-
ter holder, one end of the resistor is electrically grounded using
the Cu screw to clamp the sensor resistor circuit to the Cu body;
this allows cooling of the electrons in the resistor by conduc-
tion through the direct link to the Cu plate in which the ther-
mometer is mounted. (b) A photograph of the sensor resistor
circuit. The Cu foil and Nb pads are spot welded together and
then glued with GE varnish to the Cu body, electrical isolation
between the sensor resistor circuit and the Cu body is ensured
by using cigarette paper. The resistance for the sensor resistor
comes from the PtW bonds connecting the Cu foil to the rectan-
gular Nb pads. (c) The complete CSNT assembly mounted onto
the mixing chamber. To stop excess noise pick up during mea-
surements, Nb shielding surrounds the whole noise thermome-
ter, SQUID and twisted pair.
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To calibrate the fast CSNT, it is rst mounted on the mixing chamber where both
the RuO2 resistance thermometer calibrated to T ≈ 50 mK and the primary CSNT with
a sensor resistor of R = 2.29 mΩ is measured. The rst xed point on the fast CSNT is
set when the temperature of the mixing chamber TMC = 1 K as measured by the RuO2
resistance thermometer and the primary CSNT thermometer. Following this, dierent
xed temperature points were measured between TMC = 0.9 K and TMC = 0.1 K in
steps of 0.1 K, see Fig. 4.5(a); the noise spectrum denes the absolute temperature, if
T is reduced the noise temperature TN is lowered. Figure 4.5(b) shows the calibration
of the fast CSNT against the primary CSNT and the RuO2 resistance thermometer; the




Figure 4.5: Calibration of the fast CSNT. (a) Frequency depen-
dence of the SQUID output voltage as a function of temper-
ature. The voltage noise measured in a noise thermometer is
linked directly to the Boltzmann constant kB so it can be used
as a primary thermometer. (b) To calibrate the fast CSNT, the
mixing chamber is stabilised at 1 K for xed-point calibration
against the previously calibrated RuO2 resistance thermometer
calibrated to T ≈ 50 mK and a slower CSNT used as the primary
thermometer.
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4.4 Electrical circuits for transport measurement
Resistance measurements are often made using the two-terminal (2T) method shown in
Fig. 4.6. This is performed by a test current I owing through the test leads and the
resistance under test R. The voltage V is then measured across the R through the same
set of test leads.
The problem with this method when applied to low resistance measurements, is that
the total lead resistance RLEAD is added to the measurement. Thus, the total measured
two-terminal resistance R2T between two Ohmic contacts is,
R2T = 2RC +R2DEG + (2 ×RLEAD), (4.2)
where R2DEG = R◻ × (L/W ), which is the length over width ratio (L/W ) multiplied
by the resistance per square R◻.
Due to the limitations of the 2T method, the four-terminal (4T) method shown in Fig.
4.7 is preferred because it reduces the eect of RLEAD and RC . In this conguration,
I ows through resistance under test using one set of test leads, while the voltage is
measured through a second set of leads. In practice, the voltage drop across the voltage
leads is negligible and the voltage measured is essentially the same as the voltage across
the resistance under test, resulting in a more accurately determined resistance value
compared to the 2T method.

















Figure 4.6: A simple contrast between two-terminal and four-
terminal measurements. (a) The terminal circuit shows if a cur-
rent I ows through the test leads and the sample resistance
RS , the voltmeter measures the resistance through the same
set of test leads and the total lead resistance RLEAD × 2 and
contact resistance 2RC is added to the measurement therefore,
R2T = RS +2RC + (2×RLEAD). (b) The four-terminal measure-
ment circuit shows when a current I ows through RS using
one set of test leads, the voltage across RS is measured through
the second set of leads. The resistance in the voltage probes is
very large compared to the resistance of the sample, this means
any current owing through them is negligible and the voltage
probes will only pick up the voltage drop between them, there-
fore, only RS is measured.









Figure 4.7: Examples of four-terminal measurements. (a) A four-
terminal two-terminal 4T −2T circuit between two Ohmic con-
tacts, in this circuit R2DEG and RC dominates. (b) A four-
terminal measurement between four Ohmic contacts to mea-
sure R2DEG. The current is attached across two Ohmic con-
tacts and spans the intended area of measurement while the volt-
age probes, attached to separate contacts, are along the current
path measuring the voltage drop between the probes. (c) A four-
terminal measurement of one Ohmic contact.
Chapter 5
Simulations of arbitrary shaped
2DEGs
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we examine the electrical resistance, (and hence thermal resistance
through the Wiedemann-Franz law) of the 4 mm × 4 mm 2DEG device used in electron
cooling experiments, see Ref.[79] and contact resistance measurements in this thesis.


















where L0 is the Lorenz number, n is carrier density, e is electron charge, m is mass and
kB is the Boltzmann constant.
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WFL is observed in many metals and semiconductors, but is violated in supercon-
ductors where the electrical current is transported by Cooper pairs which, due to lack
of entropy, do not carry heat.
By simulating current ow between two contacts, we can see the electrical resistance
and therefore, the thermal resistance for a particular set-up. The numerical studies use
FlexPDE to solve Laplace’s equations. FlexPDE is a partial dierential equation (PDE)
solver and allows treatment of nite-element analysis as a mathematical tool.
The idea of FEA is to divide the domain of interest into sub-regions of simple shapes
and to solve over each one of those simultaneously. The program divides the domain
into cells of prisms of triangular cross-sections, this is a mesh-map and solves a PDE by
determining the values of the dependent variable at the corners of the triangles and at
the midpoints between corners.
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5.1.1 Wiedemann-Franz law and thermal transport between two
contacts
We now explain that to achieve a 2DEG low electron temperature, the total resistance
RT between two contacts need to be minimised.
To begin, Fourier’s law of thermal conduction shows that the local heat ux density
q, is given as,
q = −κ∇T. (5.4)
where −∇T is the negative local temperature gradient. Fourier’s law in one-dimension








































Demonstrating that the hottest part of a current carrying length is the middle. There-
fore, to achieve a 2DEG low electron temperature, the total resistance RT between two
contacts need to be minimised, this is the contact resistanceRC and the 2DEG resistance
R2DEG.
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5.1.2 Why it is important to reduce contact resistance RC and
2DEG resistance R2DEG
In this section, we discuss why it is important to reduce RC and R2DEG when cooling
electrons in a 2DEG, which is the fundamental aim of this thesis.
The contact resistanceRC of a 2DEG is the resistance between the top of the Ohmic
contact and the edge of 2DEG, it is the primary resistance determining the cooling of
the sample through leads and arises during the annealing process; RC is in series to the
2DEG and the 2DEG resistance R2DEG cannot be measured without measuring RC , see
Fig. 5.1. Many experimental factors inuence theRC to a 2DEG: the depth of the 2DEG;
the thickness of the AlGaAs layer; the sequence, thickness and composition of the con-
tact metals layers; the target temperature of the rapid thermal annealer; the annealing
time; the mobility of the 2DEG; and the quality of the sample surface before deposi-
tion. Thermal conduction from the lattice to the electron gas will occur predominantly
through the Ohmic contacts of the sample and the leads connected to them, since the








Figure 5.1: (a) A schematic of the 2DEG and Ohmic contact. To
measure the 2DEG resistanceR2DEG the current must ow from
the top of the Ohmic contact to the edge of the 2DEG, this is the
contact resistance RC . (b) Corresponding circuit showing the
2DEG resistance R2DEG and contact resistance RC are in series.
To improve 2DEG cooling R2DEG and RC must be minimised.
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At low T , the lattice and electrons thermally decouple, and if there is a heat leak to
the 2DEG, the electrons will heat up to an electron temperature Te that is higher than
the lattice temperature TL. The rate at which electrons thermalise and lose their excess
energy to the lattice at TL can be expressed as,
P = Q̇(Te) − Q̇(TL). (5.9)
Heat Q̇ as a function of temperature T in the system is experimentally[81] shown to be
Q̇(T ) = aT 5 + bT 2, (5.10)
where aT 5 is electron-phonon cooling and the bT 2 is cooling via the Ohmic contacts.
We can explain this because surplus heat energy in a 2DEG is rapidly shared among
the carriers through electron-electron interactions and an eective Te is established,
which may be considerably higher than the crystal TL, to which both external ther-
mometry and refrigeration are coupled.
The T 2 term represents heat conduction through the Ohmic contacts of the device;
Ref.[81] has an experimental eective thermal conductance κ ≈ 1.0nWK−2 × T , equiv-
alent to a conductance G ≈ (20Ω)−1. This term dominates at low temperatures when
T < 0.1 K, where cooling of the electrons can be achieved only by thermal conduction
through the contact wires. The magnitude of the thermal conduction term is important
in device design for low temperature measurements, where it has proved dicult in the
past to eectively cool a 2DEG below 50 mK[5].
The T 5 dependence of Q̇ is from the stimulated emission of acoustic phonons by
hot 2D electrons, see Ref.[82]; coupling through a screened deformation potential (DP)
yields Q̇ ∝ T 7, whereas a screened piezoelectric (PZ) coupling gives Q̇ ∝ T 5, so PZ
coupling dominates at the lowest temperatures in GaAs when T > 0.1 K.
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In summary, experimentally when T > 0.1 K T 5 dominates, but when T < 0.1 K
the electrons are predominantly cooled through the contacts; for heat ow via electron
diusion, the power owing out has a T dependence proportional to T 2e as compared
to T 5e for the phonon case therefore, it is expected that phonon emission dominates at
higher temperatures. Thus, to achieve Te ≪ 0.1 K requires strong thermal coupling to
the Ohmic contact, achieved by minimising RC hence, in order improve the cooling of
electrons in the 2DEG the two resistances that need to be minimised are theRC and the
R2DEG.
The 4 mm × 4 mm devices in this thesis, see Fig. 5.2, were designed to minimise RC
(with large area and perimeter) and R2DEG (with small (L/W )) and then they were fab-
ricated with two large 4 mm × 1 mm Ohmic contacts on either side of a 4 mm × 2 mm
2DEG and three 200µm × 200µm contacts. There are two voltage 200µm × 200µm
probes on one side of the device and on the opposite side, a noise thermometer NT
200µm × 200µm contact is placed the midpoint of the 2DEG, this will be bonded to a
current sensing noise thermometer and models the cooling power as a simple resistor,















Figure 5.2: Schematic of a 4 mm × 4 mm device. The Ohmic con-
tacts are shown in yellow and the 2DEG in grey. The sample con-
sists of two 4 mm × 1 mm current contacts I+ and I−, on either
side of a 4 mm × 2 mm 2DEG. There are three 200µm × 200µm
contacts: two voltage probes V+ and V− and a noise thermome-
ter contact labelled NT; in order to infer the electron tempera-
ture, a current-sensing noise thermometer[76] is attached to the
2DEG via NT and read out with a DC SQUID.
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5.2 Background theory
Most materials are typically characterised by a bulk parameter called resistivity ρ, which
can be thought of as a relationship between elds; ρ is an intrinsic property of materials
that indicates how the current ows through the material by an electric eld. If the
current density Ð→J is at some point in the material and the electric eld Ð→E is vector at
that point, the two are related by Ohm’s Law,
Ð→
J =←→σÐ→E ; (5.11)
based on the current ow in Ohmic materials it is a diusive motion of electrons driven
by electric elds inside the materials. There are non-Ohmic materials in which Eq.5.11
does not apply because Ð→J has a very nonlinear dependence on Ð→E . In a solid made of
uniform Ohmic material, if two ends of a solid have Ohmic contacts, approximated as
perfectly conducting, it is a resistor.
In a steady state problem, the charge density cannot change, and the divergence of
Ð→
J must vanish, or equivalently (since Ð→J and Ð→E are related by a constant),
Ð→∇ ⋅Ð→E = ρ/ε, (5.12)
where the net electrical charge density is ρ. We can relateÐ→E to the electrostatic potential
V by
Ð→
E = −Ð→∇V, (5.13)
and therefore, Eq. 5.12 is equivalent to Poisson’s equation
⇒ ∇2V = ρ/ε = −ρ
ε0
. (5.14)
where V is the electrostatic potential, ρ is the charge density and ε0 is the dielectric
constant.
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The dierence in the electrostatic potential V from one electrode to the other is the
voltage applied across the resistor and the Laplace equation ∇2V = 0 must be solved
for the electrostatic potential V and the values of V at the electrodes must correspond
to the voltages applied to the electrodes; ∇2V = 0 is solved subject to the Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary conditions. Further information on this topic is found in Refs.[83–
85].
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5.3 Simulation results
In this section, checks are performed to conrm the validity of the simulation, obtaining
good agreement with theory, so that this is able to be employed to simulate the electrons
in a 4 mm × 4 mm 2DEG device; the numerical solutions of a simple device is used as
an aid in estimating the resistances greater complexity and the analysis is able to show
the current density at any point, this is useful when trying to avoid hot spots caused by
nonuniform heating.
The typical method of experimentally assessing wafers is to measure carrier concen-
tration n2D and mobility µ using a four-terminal resistance measurement, the resistance






where µ is the electron mobility and n2D is the carrier density.
Resistance per square R◻ is the sheet resistance of the 2DEG per square and is a
characteristic property of a 2DEG, ρ and R have the same dimensions and are related
by the dimensionless quantity L/W thus:
R = ρL/W, (5.16)
where L is the length and W is the width of the 2DEG channel and since R◻ is inde-
pendent of the size of each square, ρ = R◻.
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The total resistance RT between two contacts is then given by
RT = 2RC +
R◻L
W




where L/W = N and RC is the contact resistance, it is assumed the contact resistance
for each contact is equal, see Fig. 5.3. For the following simulation checks, RC = 0 and














Figure 5.3: Schematic of a device showing length and width of a
2DEG channel. The total resistance RT between two contacts is
RT = 2RC +R◻ × LW , where RC is the contact resistance, which
is assumed to be equal, the contact resistance is not shown in
this image.
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5.3.1 Current ow around a bend
Shown in this section are two simulations of current ow around a bend, the rst is
when N ≫ 1 and the second is N ≪ 1, which therefore demonstrates the simulator.
We begin with simulation of a simple device with current ow around a bend, this was
originally theoretically calculated in Fig. 41 of Ref.[84] where RT = 2N + 0.57 ± 0.01.
Fig. 5.4 shows two simulations of the device with a dierent L; the permittivity ε for the
metal contacts is set to ε = 100 and for the channel in between the contacts ε = 1, this is
the case for all simulations in this chapter. Figure 5.4(a) shows a device with dimensions
of L = 2 mm and W = 1 mm, in this geometry N ≫ 1. From Ref.[84] the theoretical
resistance of this geometry will be
RT = 2 × (2/1) + 0.57 ± 0.01Ω = 4.57 ± 0.01Ω. (5.18)
In Fig. 5.4(d) the device now has dimensions L = 0.5 mm, W = 1 mm and therefore,
N ≪ 1. The theoretical resistance is
RT = 2 × (0.5/1) + 0.57 ± 0.01Ω = 1.57 ± 0.01Ω. (5.19)
The isopotential dierence between the contacts for both devices is set to 10 V and
50% of the initial value is half way along the device, see Fig. 5.4(b) and Fig. 5.4(e). The
current ow in both devices is uniform along the bar, owing directly from one contact
into the other and the current lines are closer together around the corner indicating a
higher current density in this region, see Fig. 5.4(c) where the total current is 2.22 and
Fig. 5.4(f) where the total current is 6.4. Therefore, the calculated resistance for the
2 mm × 1 mm device is V /I = R = 10/2.22 = 4.5Ω and for the 0.5 mm × 1 mm device,
V /I = R = 10/6.4 = 1.56Ω. From these values we can see that for both devices, the
resistances are very close to the theoretical value, demonstrating the simulation method.






Figure 5.4: Simulations of a a 2 mm × 1 mm device and a
0.5 mm × 1 mm device with current ow around a bend. (a) The
mesh-map of a for the 2 mm × 1 mm device, the theoretical re-
sistance is RT = 2 × (2/1) + 0.57 ± 0.01 = 4.57 ± 0.01. The mesa
is blue and the contacts are yellow. (b) The potential dier-
ence (pd) for the 2 mm × 1 mm device is set to 10 V drops by
50% of its initial value half way along the bar. (c) The eld map
shows the total current value is 2.22 and ow is uniform along
the bar, owing from one contact to the other with higher cur-
rent density around the corner. The calculated resistance for
the 2 mm × 1 mm device is R = 10/2.22 = 4.5Ω. (d) The mesh-
map for the 0.5 mm × 1 mm device, the theoretical resistance is
RT = 2× (0.5/1)+ 0.57± 0.01 = 1.57± 0.01Ω. (e) The pd for the
0.5 mm × 1 mm device is dropped 50% half way along the bar.
(f) The current ow is uniform and directly ows from one con-
tact to the other with a higher current density around the corner
and a total current value of 6.4. The calculated resistance for the
0.5 mm × 1 mm device is R = 10/6.4 = 1.56Ω.
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5.3.2 Simulation of the J9 Hall bar device
Following the simulation of a simple device, we will next move onto a simulation of
the J9 Hall bar device with dimensions W = 80µm and L = 1100µm thus, R = N =
13.75, see Fig. 5.5. This is commonly used by the Semiconductor Physics group and the
University of Cambridge for measurements of electrical resistivity, carrier density n2D
and mobility µ. The device is measured by applying an electrical current on the end
contacts and the voltage is measured between two voltage probes where the current is
uniform, such as the middle and when the device is perpendicular to aB eld, resistance
R(B⊥) is measured; in the simulations presented, B = 0. 2D Hall bars are generally
made with rectangular geometry, where the resistivity and thickness are uniform and
the current I is supplied to and removed from the bar through contacts that have a lower
resistance.
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Figure 5.5: Simulation mesh-map of a J9 Hall bar showing the
dierent regions, the mesa is blue and the contacts are yellow.
The device has dimensions W = 80µm and L = 1100µm, there-
fore the theoretical resistance without contributions from con-
tact resistance or sheet resistance is R = L/W = 13.75. In a
typical set-up, the current ows between the end contacts of the
bar, situated on the x-axis in this picture and the voltage is mea-
sured between two probes, normally the middle probes these are
situated either side of the Hall bar at X≈ 550µm.
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Figure 5.6 shows isopotentials when 10V is applied to the end contacts, the simu-
lation shows the potential dierence (pd) half way along the bar is 50% of the initial
value.
Figure 5.7 shows the current is not conned by the sides of the bar, there is a small
bend in current ow along the entrances of the voltage probes. The calculated resistance
from the simulation is V /I = R = 10/0.73 = 13.69, see the table in Fig. 5.7 for current
values.
Figure 5.6: Simulation of a J9 Hall bar showing the potential
between the current contacts. The potential, set to 10 V, is 50%
of its initial value when half way along the bar.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.7: Simulation of a J9 Hall bar showing the current ow
and close-ups near the dierent voltage probes along the J9 Hall
bar. The simulation shows where the current is not conned by
the channel boundary, the current bends into the voltage probe.
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5.3.3 Simulation of the 4 mm × 4 mm device
In this section simulations of the 4 mm × 4 mm device are shown. The point is to cal-
culate the resistance R between the dierent contacts, which will help to understand R
for large small and contacts.
The device was designed for cooling electrons by having a low contact resistance
RC and 2DEG resistance R2DEG. The contacts have large contact width and large area
to minimise RC to the 2DEG and to reduce R2DEG, the 2DEG is 4 mm × 2 mm. Experi-
mentally, the device has demonstrated an electron temperature Te = 1 mK [79], with a
heat leak to the 2DEG in the fW range.
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Simulation of a 4 mm × 4 mm device when a current is passed between I+ and I−
In the simulation a current ows between the two larger I+ and I− contacts, see Fig. 5.8.
For calculation purposes, R◻ = 1Ω/◻ therefore, the theoretical resistance for RI+I− is
calculated as,
RI
+I− = 2RC +R◻ × (L/W ). (5.20)
Figure 5.8: Simulation mesh-map of a 4 mm × 4 mm device, the
mesa is blue and the contacts are yellow. The 2DEG has dimen-
sions width W = 4 mm and length L = 2 mm. To calculate the
resistance RI+I− = 2RC +R◻ × (L/W ) = 2RC + 1 × 0.5.
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Figure 5.9(a) shows the isopotentials between the contacts is set to 10 V from the top
I+ contact, when the potential is half way across the device 50% of the initial pd value
is dropped and the potential bends around the 200µm × 200µm contacts.
The current in Fig. 5.9(b) ows from I+ to I− and bends into the contacts with greater
density along the edge facing the centre of the 2DEG. The resistance calculated from the
simulation is R = (V /I) = (10/20) = 0.5Ω and combining this with the real values for
R◻, the resistance RI
+I− = 2RC + 8 × 0.5. In [86] the experimental resistance with the
same R◻, measured between I+ and I− when T = 1 K is 5.95 Ω. To nd RC , the value of
5.95 Ω is combined with the simulated results as
5.95 Ω = 2RC + 8 × 0.5, (5.21)
which rearranged gives,
RC = (5.95 − 4)/2 = 0.975 Ω. (5.22)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.9: Simulation of a 4 mm × 4 mm when a current is
passed between the I+ and I− contacts. (a) A iso potential of 10 V
is set from I+ and drops by 50% when half way across the device.
The close-ups show the pd bends around the smaller contacts.
(b) The simulated current ows uniformly across the device and
bends into the smaller contacts with greater density along the
edge of the contact. From these simulations, the calculated re-
sistance is R = (V /I) = (10/20) = 0.5 Ω.
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Simulation of a 4 mm × 4 mm device when a current is passed between V+ and
V−
This section shows the simulated resistance RV +V − between the 200µm × 200µm V+
and V− contacts, the contact resistance for these contacts are typically RC ≈ 3Ω. When
a current is passed between the contacts and R◻ = 1Ω/◻, then the resistance RV +V − is,
RV
+V − = 2RC + (1.2/4) ×R◻ = 2RC + (0.3) × 1 = 2RC + 0.3 Ω. (5.23)
The aim of this section is to understand the 2DEG resistance between the 200µm × 200µm
V+ and V− contacts.
Figure 5.10(a) shows the simulation of the iso potential where V− is set to 10 V and
50% is dropped halfway between V+ and V−. The greatest current density is between V+
and V−, but the current does not ow directly between these contacts, it ows around
the device and bends in toward NT, see Fig. 5.10(b). The resistance calculated from the
simulation is R = (V /I) = 2.9/10 = 0.29 Ω and when combined with R◻, the resistance
RV
+V − = 2RC + 1 × 0.29 = 2RC + 0.29 Ω. Ref.[86] quotes the experimental RC of a
200µm × 200µm contact as 2 Ω-3 Ω, by plugging this value back into the total resistance
RV
+V − = 2RC + 1 × 0.29 = 5 + 0.29Ω ± 1.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.10: Simulation of a 4 mm × 4 mm when a current is
passed between the V+ and V− contacts. (a) The isopotential
of 10 V is set from V− and the potential map between V+ and
V− shows that half of the potential is dropped halfway across
the distance between the active contacts. (b) Some of the simu-
lated current ows around the device, but the highest density is
in between V+ and V−, which is the shortest current path. The
current also bends near NT. (c) The potential bends around the
V+ contact. (d) The current sinks into V+. By multiplying the
simulated resistance of 0.29 together with R◻ = 1 Ω, the calcu-
lated resistance is RT = 2RC + 0.29 Ω.
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Simulation of a 4 mm × 4 mm device when a current is passed between I+, V+ and
I+,V−
This section shows the simulated resistances when a current is passed between V+ and
I+ noted as RV +I+ and V− and I+ noted as RV −I+ .
If a current ows between either the V+ and V− contacts and I+ the isopotential and
current density will be dierent for each circuit, this is demonstrated in Fig. 5.10, where
the potential for each circuit is set to 10 V.
Figure 5.10(a) shows the isopotential between V+ and I+ where the highest potential
is between these two contacts however, there is an 80% decrease in the pd at I− and a 90%
decrease near the NT contact. This can be compared to Fig. 5.10(b) where the simulation
shows the isopotential between V− and I+. In this simulation, the isopotential is greatest
nearer V− and decreases along the device towards I+, although 50% of the isopotential
is dropped halfway along the device, it bends and can be picked up on I−.
The current ow between V+ and I+ shows the current density is greatest in the
distance between these two contacts with minimum density in the rest of the device
see Fig. 5.10(c). However, when the current is passed between V− and I+, the current
ow evenly distributed across the device to I+, causing the current along the 2DEG path
to have a larger current density, see Fig. 5.10(d); the current density is greatest on the
right-hand side of the device, showing the current is taking shortest route. In this set-up,
there is a higher current density in the bulk of the 2DEG compared to Fig. 5.10(c).
From the simulation results and R◻ ≈ 1Ω/◻, when a current ows between V+ and
I+ then the resistance,
RV
+I+ = 1 × 0.5 = 0.5 Ω (5.24)
and when a current ows between V− and I+ the resistance is,
RV
−I+ = 1 × 0.76 = 0.76 Ω. (5.25)





Figure 5.11: Simulation of a 4 mm × 4 mm when a current is
passed between V+ and I+ noted as RV +I+ and V− and I+ noted
asRV −I+ . (a) The isopotential is greatest between V+ and I+, but
20% of the potential can be picked up on I−. (b) The isopoten-
tial between V− and I+ shows the potential is dropped along the
device toward I+, but 50% can be picked up on I−. (c) When a cur-
rent ows between V+ and I+ then the resistance,RV +I+ = 1×0.5,
where R◻ = 1Ω/◻. The current density between V+ and I+ is
greatest in the region between these two contacts, while the rest
of the device has minimum density. (d) When a current ows be-
tween V− and I+ the resistance is, RV −I+ = 1× 0.76. The current
between V− and I+ generally ows uniformly across the device,
with the highest current density in the region between V− and
I+.
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Simulation of a 4 mm × 4 mm device when a current is passed between I+, I− and
NT and V+, V− and NT
Presented in this section are simulations showing the isopotential and current ow and
therefore, the resistance between NT and I+, I− and NT and V+, V−.
Figure 5.12(a) shows the isopotential when a current is passed between NT and
I+, I−. The potential is maximum value on both the larger contacts and bends around
the NT symmetrically. The current ow between the larger contacts and NT has an
asymmetric shape from the perspective of the centre of NT and the surrounding region
has the highest current density, see Fig. 5.12(c). From these simulation results and
R◻ ≈ 1Ω/◻ the resistance RNTI−I+ is calculated as,
RNTI
−I+ = 1 × 0.64Ω. (5.26)
This can be compared to Fig. 5.12(b) where a current is passed between NT and
I+. In this set-up, 30% of the isopotential from I+ drops across the bulk of the 2DEG
before bending around NT. Figure 5.12(d) shows some of the current owing around
the device, eventually owing into NT. In the region between I+ and NT, there is a
higher current density in this region because the current has taken the shortest path.
From the results for this set-up, the resistance RNTI+ is calculated as,
RNTI
+ = 1 × 0.75Ω. (5.27)





Figure 5.12: Simulation of a 4 mm × 4 mm when a current is
passed between NT and I+, I− and NT and I+. (a) When the cur-
rent is passed between NT and I+, I−, the potential lines bend
around NT symmetrically. (b) When the current is passed be-
tween NT and I+, the potential drops by 30% across the bulk of
the 2DEG before bending around NT. (c) The current ow be-
tween NT and I+, I− is asymmetric when viewed from the cen-
tre of NT and the surrounding region has a high current density.
The resistanceRNTI−I+ = 1×0.64Ω, whereR◻ = 1Ω/◻. (d) When
the current ows between I+ and NT, some of the current bends
around the bulk of the device and ows into NT from all sides,
but the region of 2DEG with the highest current density is be-
tween I+ and NT where the current takes the shortest path. The
resistance RNTI+ = 1 × 0.75Ω.
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If the current source is passed between V+, V− and NT, 20% of the potential is
dropped around V+ and V− and the remaining 70% is dropped around NT, see Fig.
5.13(a). Figure 5.13(b) shows the highest current density is in the regions around the
contacts and the current from V+, V− bends towards the 4 mm × 1 mm contacts before
owing into NT. In this conguration, the resistance RNTV +V − is calculated as,
RNTV
+V − = 1 × 0.88Ω. (5.28)
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.13: Simulation of a 4 mm × 4 mm when a current is
passed between NT and V+, V−. (a) 20% of the potential is
dropped in the region around V+ and V− and then bends around
NT. (b) The current bends into I+ from V+ and I− from V− before
owing into NT. The regions with the highest current density
are between V+ and I+, V− and I− and around NT. In this set-up
the resistance RNTV +V − = 1 × 0.88Ω.
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5.4 Summary
The whole aim of these simulations was to understand more clearly, the experimental
values ofRC , which depend on whether it is a current (4 mm × 1 mm) Ohmic contact or
voltage (200µm × 200µm) Ohmic contact and in what geometry it is being measured.
To achieve the lowest electron temperature, the original motivation to do the re-
search, requires strong thermal coupling achieved by minimising the contact resistance
RC and the 2DEG resistanceR2DEG. The 4 mm × 4 mm device simulated in this chapter
is designed to minimise RC with large area and perimeter and R2DEG with small L/W .
From the thermal model initially discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the highest
temperature Tmax is in the middle between two contacts and therefore, to achieve a low
electron temperature the resistance between two contacts needs to be minimised; fac-
tors which contribute to this resistance are the resistance per square of the 2DEG R◻,
the geometry L/W = N and the contact resistance RC .
The results show that to achieve a low total resistance, the current should by passed
between the 4 mm × 1 mm contacts, where the L/W = N = 0.5 and RC ≈ 0.8 Ω at
T = 1 K, taken from Ref.[86]; in this set-up all the current ows from I+ directly across
the 2DEG to I−. Although N = 0.3 when the current ows between V+ and V−, exper-
imentally RC = 2 Ω- RC ≈ 3 Ω for 200µm × 200µm contacts, see Ref.[86], so RC is not
minimised.
The simulations show that in all cases, N < 1 so when calculating the sample resis-
tance R = 2RC + R◻LW = 2RC +R◻ × LW = 2RC +R◻N = 2RC +R2DEG, it can be seen
thatR2DEG has been minimised and so the 2DEG can be cooled. The resistances for the
simulations are summarised in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Summary of sample resistances for dierent geome-
tries
Conguration Resistance
I+ to I− 0.5 Ω/◻
V+ to V− 0.3 Ω/◻
I+ to V− 0.76 Ω/◻
I+ to V+ 0.5 Ω/◻
I+ to NT 0.75 Ω/◻
I+,I− to NT 0.64 Ω/◻
V+,V− to NT 0.88 Ω/◻
The table shows the sample resistance for dierent geometries,
calculated when current is passed between dierent contacts of a
4 mm × 4 mm device. The resistance is calculated byR = R◻× LW ,
where and R◻ = 1 , because N < 1 in all cases, the 2DEG resis-
tance R2DEG is minimised so can be cooled. This table shows,
according to the simulations, which 2DEG resistance will be the
lowest. From the table the lowest resistances are I+ to I− and
V+ to V−. The RC between I+ to I− is less the 1 Ω and the RC
between V+ to V− is between 2 Ω - 3 Ω. Therefore, to achieve
the lowest electron temperature, the original motivation to do
the research, requires strong thermal coupling achieved by min-
imising RC and R2DEG. Therefore, to achieve a low electron
temperature the resistance between I+ to I− needs to be min-
imised.
Chapter 6
Evidence of superconductivity in
AuGeNi Ohmic contacts
6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents contact resistance RC measurements that reveal the supercon-
ductivity in AuNiGe contacts. Further evidence is provided by top resistance Rtop and
vertical RV measurements. These equilibrium transport measurements use small exci-
tation currents I = 0.1µA − 1µA, and are measured in a magnetic eld applied either
perpendicular or parallel to the plane of the 2DEG.
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6.2 Contact resistance RC
6.2.1 Motivation
To measure the 2DEG resistanceR2DEG the current must ow from the top of the Ohmic
contact to the edge of the 2DEG, this is the contact resistance RC . The original motiva-
tion for the research was to be able to cool the electrons in a 2DEG, however to achieve
this the R2DEG and RC need to be reduced. In Chapter 5, the 2DEG resistance of a
4 mm × 4 mm device was simulated to be minimal, however simulations of the contact
resistance were not done; in this section, measurements for RC of a 4 mm × 4 mm de-
vice are made. The sample has a L/W = 0.5 ratio and the large 4 mm × 1 mm contacts
are designed to have low resistance, so the contact resistance can be measured and un-
derstood for the thermal model.
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6.2.2 RC Measurement circuits
The contact resistance RC is made up of contributions from the resistance under the
Ohmic contact and the vertical resistance RV . When a current ows between two con-
tacts the two-terminal resistance R2T = V2T /I , has contributions from the 2DEG resis-
tance R2DEG and RC for each contact so that:
R2T = 2RC +R2DEG, (6.1)
where it is assumed that the RC for each contact is equal.
Therefore, to determine RC , see Fig. 6.1 requires a measurement of R2DEG which






×R◻ = 0.3 ×R◻. (6.2)
The 2DEG of length 2 mm and width 4 mm measured between I+ and I− has the
two-terminal resistance
R2T = 2RIC +R2DEG = 2RIC +
2
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R4T = V4TI = 1.24 ×R◻
R2T = 2RIC +R2DEG = 2RIC + 24 ×R◻
4 mm
2 mm1.2 mm
Figure 6.1: Schematic of a 4 mm × 4 mm device showing that
to measure RC , requires a measurement of R2DEG, this comes
from the four-terminal resistance see Eq.6.2. The 2DEG of length
2 mm and width 4 mm measured between I+ and I− has the two-








Figure 6.2: Four-terminal and two-terminal measurements of a
4 mm × 4 mm device. The four-terminal resistance of the 2DEG
between V + and V − is given by R4T = V4T /I , when an AC cur-
rent I = 1µA is passed between I+ and I−. The corresponding
2T resistance between I+ and I− is R2T = V2T /I . If the contact
resistances RC to I+ and I− are equal, then the 2T resistance of
a 2DEG of length 2 mm and width 4 mm is Eq.6.3. Figure origi-
nally shown in Ref. [86].
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The set-up shown in Fig. 6.3 is used; in this circuit a 1µA AC current is driven between
V + and V − and the voltage V V2T measured between V + and V − is the resistance.
Reciprocity theorem says that,Rmn,kl = Rkl,mn that is, swapping current and voltage
leads only works in B = 0. So by swapping between Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3, the measured









Figure 6.3: Measurement circuit of a 4 mm × 4 mm device to de-
termine the contact resistance of a voltage probe RVC . The four-
terminal resistance is given byR4T = V4T /I , when an AC current
I = 1µA is passed between the V + and V − contacts. The corre-
sponding 2T resistance is RV2T = 2RVC + 1.24 ×R◻. If the contact
resistancesRC to V + and V − are equal, then the 2T resistance is
RVC = 12RV2T − 1.24 R◻, where 4 and 1.2 come from sample dimen-
sions.
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6.2.3 Results
In 2D systems, ρ and R of a sample have the same units (Ω) and are related via the
dimensionless quantity L/W . In traditional Hall bar devices the longitudinal resistance










where VH is the measured Hall voltage. However, the 4 mm × 4 mm device, which is
short and wide is not a traditional Hall bar and the voltages measured across the sample
produce a mixed signal made up of Rxx and Rxy, see Fig. 6.4(a) where the Hall eect is
used to measure the carrier density n2D of Sample A after illumination.
In both Sample A and Ref.[87], the current contacts span the whole width of the
sample shorting the Hall voltage between them; even at low elds it is much larger
than the voltage across Rxx. The eect this sample geometry has on this resistance is
illustrated in Fig. 6.4(a) using theory in Ref.[88] by,
R2T (B) = c
√
R2xx +R2xy, (6.8)





As B increases, Rxy ≫ Rxx, c → 1 and R2T → Rxy. Therefore, to nd the values of
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Figure 6.4(a) showsR2T−Rxy plotted in red, whereR2T is the raw data and the resistance
Rxy is labelled as RH ; Fig. 6.4(a) shows a linear Hall slope RH is drawn, starting from
zero, through the centre of the data. R2T (B) measurements show the linear R2T (B)
has a gradient of 2050 ΩT −1, corresponding to n2D = 3.04×1011 cm−2, this is consistent
with n2D = 2.94 × 1011 cm−2 taken from the indexed Shubnikov de-Haas oscillations;
using n2D = 3.04 × 1011 cm−2 for Eq.6.9, R2xy is shown in black. When B < 0.1 T the
Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations in Rxx become visible and the Landau level lling fac-
tors are indexed for ν = 50 and 60.
The Landau level quantisation producingRxx is periodic in 1/B, these are the Shub-
nikov de-Haas oscillations, see Fig. 6.4(b). The resistance Rxx is periodic in 1/B, the






where gs = 2.
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When B = 0 T, R2T ≈ 5 Ω, but with increasing B-eld a linear magnetoresistance
due to the Hall eect dominates as observed inR2T (B) measurements of graphene[87],
where geometry eects the conductance of two-terminal devices in the quantum Hall
regime and the quantum Hall plateaus exhibit conductance extrema that are stronger for
wide and short samples. In Ref.[87], the authors systematically examine two-terminal
conductance in the quantum Hall regime for a variety of sample aspect ratios and nd
that features depend on the sample aspect ratio, concluding while a two-terminal mea-
surement is not as straightforward to interpret as the corresponding four-terminal mea-
surement, it is simple to perform; the presence of non-zero longitudinal resistance
causes quantum Hall plateaus measured in a two-terminal conguration to not be as
quantised compared to the four-terminal measurement.
Figure 6.4(c) shows the R2T (T ) in a B eld; the traces at nite B eld are vertically
oset to align the resistances at 5.95 Ω for T > 0.8K ; shifting down the sweeps removes
the magnetoresistance of the 2DEG. When B = 0 T there is a 1.2 Ω drop in resistance
below 0.8 K and the 2DEG resistance at zero eldR2DEG(T ) = 4.32 Ω; theRIC calculated
in zero eld, shows thatRIC = 0.8 Ω when T = 1 K, dropping toRIC = 0.2 Ω when T = 1 K
at low temperatures.
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Figure 6.4: (a) Two-terminal resistance R2T (B) measurements
of Sample A when T = 0.3 K and B < 0.3 T. R2T is the raw data
measured which can be expressed by R2T (B) = c
√
R2xx +R2xy,
where c is of the order unit and Rxy is the Hall resistance (RH),
expressed as Rxy = Bn2De ; the Hall resistance RH = 2050 ΩT
−1 is
the linear Hall slope starting from zero through the centre of the
data. The red trace showsR2T −Rxy. R2T shows the linear gradi-
ent corresponds to n2D = 3.04×1011 cm−2, this is consistent with
n2D = 2.941011 cm−2 taken from the indexed SdH oscillations;
using n2D = 3.04×1011 cm−2 for Eqn. 6.9,R2xy is shown in black.
When B < 0.1 T the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations in Rxx be-
come visible and the Landau level lling factors are indexed for
ν = 50 and 60. (b) To see if there are oscillations present in Rxx,
we plot the trace R2T −Rxy as a function of 1/B. (c) R2T (T ) in
dierent B⊥ elds. Traces of R2T (T ) at B = 0,4,7,11,15, and
25 mT; the sweeps at nite B have been shifted down by the
given osets (os) to remove the magnetoresistance of the 2DEG.
The contact resistanceRIC = (R2T −R2DEG)/2, whereR2DEG(T )
at B = 0 is the trace shown in green.
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Next, we will introduce Sample B, which was measured to nd RVC of the voltage
200µm × 200µm Ohmic contacts on the 4 mm × 4 mm device. To observe the eect of
a parallel magnetic eld, Sample B was measured B∥, using the set-up shown in Fig.
6.2, following illumination of the 2DEG until saturation. Figure 6.5 shows magnetore-
sistance results when T = 0.1 K; Fig. 6.5(a) shows the two-terminal R2T (B∥) has a Hall
slope RH with a gradient of 75 ΩT −1, corresponding to n2D = 9.54 × 1012 cm−2. This is
due to misalignment of B, on other words, the eld is parallel to 2DEG so its B⊥ that is
important. Using the results we ascertain the misalignment B⊥ = Bsinθ. B⊥ is giving




= 75 ΩT −1 (6.12)




sinθ = 1050 ΩT −1. (6.13)
⇒ θsin−1( 751050) = 4.09 deg. So the n2D does not change with angle, the measured value
is a consequence of misalignment not a 2DEG with a high n2D; B is giving rise to the
Hall eect and some SdH due to n2D. The interesting result is the other frequency
detected in the fast Fourier transform (FFT), see Fig. 6.5(d), but that is beyond the scope
of this thesis.
When removing the Hall slope the plot in Fig. 6.5(b) is produced, which shows
oscillations forming when B ≈ 1 T and the trace itself has an oscillation of a peak-
to-peak amplitude of ±2 Ω; if the data is shown as function of 1/B, see Fig. 6.5(c), the
oscillations are clearer. In order to discern the contributions involved in the oscillations,
a fast Fourier transform (FFT) performed on the data conrms two narrow peaks at
2 T(fa) and 30 T(fb), where the slight oscillations in fb are due to misalignment with
B, but it is not clear where the oscillations for fa originate, see Fig. 6.5(d).
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Figure 6.5: Magnetoresistance measurements of Sample B using
the RIC circuit when T = 0.1 K. (a) The two-terminal resistance
as a function of the parallel magnetic eld R2T (B∥). The lin-
ear Hall slope RH has a gradient of 65 ΩT −1 corresponding to
n2D = 9.54 × 1012 cm−2 as a consequence of misalignment of
4.5 deg, so the n2D = 9.54 × 1012 cm−2 is a consequence of mis-
alignment not a 2DEG with a high n2D. (b) Removing RH from
the two-terminal data produces a plot indicating the presence
of at least two oscillatory components. These small oscillations
form when B > 1 T, which grow in amplitude as the magnetic
eld increases. The trace itself has an oscillation of a peak-to-
peak amplitude of ≈ 1 Ω when B > 1 T. (c) Plotting the oscilla-
tion as a function of 1/B. (d) Fourier transform of the data in (c)
shows two main frequencies at 2 T(fa) and 30 T(fb).
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The set-up shown in Fig. 6.3 to measure RVC is used in Fig. 6.6. This shows R2T (T )
in dierentB∥ elds for Sample B after ashing the 2DEG to saturation; in this congu-
ration, the correction due to the magnetoresistance of the 2DEG is smaller compared to
Sample A in B⊥ because of misalignment. In the measurement, the superconductivity
is suppressed with a parallel eld of B∥ = 202 mT and the traces at nite B eld are
also vertically oset to align the resistances at 8.25 Ω for T > 0.8 K; when B = 0 and
T = 1 K, the contact resistance RVC = 12RV2T − 1.24 ×R◻ = 2.62 Ω.






























Figure 6.6: R2T (T ) measurements of Sample B in dierent B∥
elds using the RVC circuit after ashing the 2DEG to satura-
tion. Traces of R2T (T ) at B = 0,67,135,169, and 202 mT; the
sweeps at nite B have been shifted down by the given osets
(os) to remove the magnetoresistance of the 2DEG. The contact
resistance RVC = 12RV2T − 1.24 ×R◻ is the trace shown in red.
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6.3 Vertical resistance RV
A greater understanding of current-crowding and the modication of the 2DEG sheet
resistance under the Ohmic contact is gained from vertical resistance measurement [55];
RV measures the resistance of the alloy in the vertical direction. We show here the eect
of the superconductivity on this resistance.
6.3.1 Motivation
For the purpose of this section, we can summarise the TLM model[51] and the Reeves
model[55]. The TLM model measurements give the sheet resistance R◻ and transfer
length LT from the x-intercept and the contact resistance RC from the y-intercept; in
the TLM model R◻ = Rsk where Rsk is the 2DEG sheet resistance under the contact,
and there are no ρC or vertical resistance RV measurements. However, in the Reeves
model, R◻ ≠ Rsk and by using RC and RV , LT and ρC is obtained, as can the resistance
underneath the contact. This can be explained because in the Reeves model if Rsk is
modied, the correct value of ρC is found by measuring RV . Therefore, the RV mea-
surement is fundamental in analysing Ohmic contacts. In the results presented, the RV
measurement is used to further understand superconductivity in the vertical direction
of the Ohmic contact.
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6.3.2 RV Measurement circuit
Figure 6.7 shows the typical four-terminalRV measurement circuit using a TLM sample.
An AC current of I = 0.01 mA was driven between the left-hand Ohmic contact and the
centre contact and the vertical voltage VV is measured between the centre and right-





1 V 100 kΩ
VV
Figure 6.7: The vertical resistance RV measurement circuit[55],
on a TLM sample. With a current of I = 0.01 mA driven between
two adjacent contacts, the voltageVV is measured between a sec-
ond gold bond connection to the centre contact and the adjacent
contact on the ‘back’ side. The resistance is RV = VV /I .
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6.3.3 Results
Figure 6.8 shows RV (T ) measurement of Sample F, see Table 3.2, in a magnetic eld
applied perpendicular to the plane. Sample F is a NTLM device, see Ref.[89], with a
single 2DEG channel comprising of 12 , 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 square segments. The o-
mesa voltage probes on either side of the on-mesa Ohmic contact allows the resistance
of the 2DEG and Ohmic contact resistance parameters to be measured independently;
the 200µm × 200µm contacts are comparable to the V+, V− and NT contacts on the
4 mm × 4 mm device.
Figure 6.8 shows traces of RV (T ) at B = 0,10,15,25 and 150 mT. When B = 0 mT,
the RV (T ) shows ≈ 25 mΩ drop in resistance below 0.8 K; the superconducting tran-
sition is broad and ∆Tc ≈ 0.5 K, this transition is centred at Tc = 0.6 K. The traces at
niteB eld are vertically oset to align the resistances atRV = 25.5 mΩ for T > 0.8 K.
From these results we observe that RV ≪ RC for a 200µm × 200µm Ohmic con-
tact where RC ≈ 2 Ω − 3 Ω for T > Tc, see Fig. 6.6, and using the current crowding
model[55], the transfer length TL ≈ 40µm. It is also evident that RV has a supercon-
ducting component that is suppressed at 150 mT, a comparable eld to the data shown
in Fig. 6.6.







































Figure 6.8: Vertical resistance RV (T ) measurements of Sample
F in dierent B⊥ elds. (a) Vertical resistance RV (B) measure-
ment of Sample F when T = 0.1 K. (b) The traces show raw
RV (T ) sweeps at B = 0,10,15,25 and 150 mT. (c) At B = 0,
RV shows a ≈ 25 mΩ drop in resistance below T = 0.8 K. To
remove the magnetoresistance, the traces at a nite B eld are
vertically oset to align the resistances at 25 mΩ for T > 0.8 K.
The drop in the resistance below T = 0.8 K is due to the pres-
ence of a superconductor in the Ohmic contact. By increasing
theB⊥ eld, the superconductivity is suppressed, decreasing the
drop in RV . ∆Tc is dened as the temperature dierence, when
B = 0, between the resistance when T = 0.8 K and RV ≈ 25 mΩ
and when T ≈ 0.3 K and RV ≈ 0.1 mΩ.
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Figure 6.10 shows the set-up and measurement of RV (T ) for Sample G; this mea-
surement is motivated by the idea that vertical current paths, and therefore, RV depend
upon the direction of the current ow. The experimental question is this: "When the
current is driven between one side of the contact and then the other, what is the dier-
ence in the value for RV ?" If there is a dierence, then there must be ‘dierent ends’ for
vertical resistance, see Fig. 6.9, which are likely to be superconducting.
Edge view of Ohmic contact
LT LT
Figure 6.9: The schematic of the ‘dierent ends’ for vertical re-
sistance shows the Ohmic contact has a transfer length LT , the
eective length needed for the current to transfer from the metal
to semiconductor, for each side.
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Sample G is a device designed for TLM measurements with Ohmic contact dimen-
sions 60µm × 80µm and bonding is on Au metal side pads connected to the contact;
this device is the standard Cavendish laboratory TLM mask. In Fig. 6.10, the RV of the
same 60µm × 80µm Ohmic contact is measured when the current ows in two dier-
ent directions giving: RV 1 and RV 2 measurements; these are the vertical resistances of
the contact measured from two dierent directions. Using the set-up in Fig. 6.10(a),
RV 1 is dened when the current I = 0.01 mA is driven between the bottom two con-
tacts and the voltage VV 1 measured between the centre contact and the top contact
measures RV 1 = VV 1/I . However, if the current is driven between the top two con-
tacts, the voltage VV 2 measured between the centre contact and the bottom contact
measures RV 2 = VV 2/I , see Fig. 6.10(b). Figures 6.10(c)-(d) show that when T > 0.8 K,
RV 1 = 80 mΩ and RV 2 = 108 mΩ and a single narrow superconducting transition at
Tc = 0.73 K is measured in both set-ups. However, when T ≪ Tc, RV 1 ≈ 0.1 mΩ, and
RV 2 ≈ 5 mΩ; the residual resistance in RV 2 may be attributed to some resistance in
series to the superconductor. This maybe attributed to either the bonding process, the
semiconductor beneath or something else, this was beyond the scope of this thesis to
investigate. For both directions, the dierence between the normal state resistance and
the superconducting state ∆Tc ≈ 0.05 K, this is dened as the dierence in temperature
between the transition when T = 0.8 K and RV 1 ≈ 80 mΩ, RV 2 ≈ 105 mΩ and when the
superconducting transition has occurred at T ≈ 0.7 K.






























































Figure 6.10: Sample G set-ups and results. The 60µm × 80µm
Ohmic contacts are annealed onto the mesa. (a) The set-up to
measure the resistance RV 1, which is dened when the current
I = 0.01 mA is driven between the bottom two contacts and
measured by the voltage VV 1, therefore RV 1 = VV 1/I . (b) To
measure RV 2, the current of I = 0.1 mA is driven between the
top two contacts and VV 2 measures RV 2 = VV 2/I . (c) The re-
sistance RV 1(T ). When T > 0.8 K,RV 1 = 80 mΩ, but as the
sample is cooled below T < 0.8 K, there is a single narrow tran-
sition at Tc = 0.73 K, with a ∆Tc ≈ 0.05 K and when T < Tc,
RV 1 ≈ 0.1 mΩ. (d) The resistance RV 2(T ). When T > 0.8 K,
RV 2 = 108 mΩ, as the sample is cooled below T < 0.8 K there is
a single narrow transition at Tc = 0.73 K with a ∆Tc ≈ 0.05 K;
when T < Tc RV 2 ≈ 5 mΩ.
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The RV measurements of samples H and I are presented next, these are NTLM de-
vices, but using dierent Ohmic contact recipes, see Table 3.2. The circuits measure the
vertical resistance of the centre Ohmic contact and use a mixture of Ohmic contacts
some of which are not annealed onto the mesa to measure the voltage VV . In both sam-
ples, there are multiple superconducting phase transitions in the step RV , which we
label Tc1, Tc2...Tcn.
Figure 6.11 shows the set-up and measurement of the RV (T ) for Sample H; in this
measurement the RV 1 and RV 2 of the centre 200µm × 200µm Ohmic contact is mea-
sured. The set-up in Fig. 6.11(a) shows a current of I = 0.01 mA being passed between
the two left-hand side contacts and the voltage VV 1 is measured between the o-mesa
contact and the centre contact measures RV 1 = VV 1/I . Figure 6.11(b) shows the current
is passed between the o-mesa and the centre contact, the voltage VV 2 is measured be-
tween the centre contact and the left-hand side contact measures RV 2 = VV 2/I . Figures
6.11(c)-(d) shows that when T > 0.9 K, RV 1 = 30 mΩ and RV 2 = 30 mΩ and there are at
least four dierent phases, three of which are superconducting; in both measurements
when the temperature is lower than the lowest critical temperature, RV ≈ 3 mΩ; this
is evidence of a non-superconducting material in series with the superconductor in the
vertical direction.
For Sample I, two o-mesa contacts are used to measure theRV of the centre contact,
see Fig. 6.12. To measure the resistance RV 1, the set-up in Fig. 6.12(a) is used where a
current I = 0.01 mA is driven between the left-hand o-mesa contact and the voltage
VV 1 measures RV 1 = VV 1/I . To measure RV 2 the current is driven between the right-
hand o-mesa and the centre contact and the voltage VV 2 measures RV 2 = VV 2/I , see
Fig. 6.12(b). The results in Figs. 6.12(c)-(d) shows that when T > 1.3 K, RV 1 = 25 mΩ
and RV 2 = 26 mΩ; in both measurements there are ve phases, but when T < Tc5,
RV ≈ 0.1 mΩ. In the temperature range shown, as T increases so does RV suggesting
possible further transitions at higher temperatures.
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Figure 6.11: Sample H set-ups and results. (a) To measure the re-
sistance RV 1, a current I = 0.01 mA is driven between the two
left-hand contacts and the voltage VV 1 measured between the
o-mesa contact measures RV 1 = VV 1/I . (b) To measure the re-
sistanceRV 2, the current I = 0.01 mA is driven between the cen-
tre contact and the o-mesa contact, the voltage VV 2 measured
between the centre contact and the left-hand contact measures
RV 2 = VV 2/I . (c) The measurement of RV 1(T ) shows when
T > 0.9 K, RV 1 = 30 mΩ. There are at least two superconduct-
ing phases at Tc1 = 0.72 K and Tc2 = 0.42 K, when T < Tc2
RV 1 ≈ 3 mΩ. (d) The data for RV 2(T ) shows when T > 0.9 K,
RV 2 = 30 mΩ. There are at least three superconducting phases
at Tc1 = 0.72 K, Tc2 = 0.59 K and Tc3 = 0.42 K and when T < Tc3,
RV 2 ≈ 3 mΩ.
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Figure 6.12: Sample I set-ups and results. (a) To measure the re-
sistanceRV 1, a current I = 0.1 mA is driven between the central
contact and the left-hand o-mesa contact, the voltage VV 1 mea-
sures RV 1 = VV 1/I . (b) To measure the resistance RV 2, the cur-
rent I = 0.1 mA is driven between the right-hand o-mesa and
the centre contact, the voltage VV 2 measures RV 2 = VV 2/I . (c)
The RV 1(T ) measurement shows ve superconducting phases
and when T > Tc1, RV 1 = 25 mΩ, but when T < Tc5, RV 1 ≈
0.1 mΩ. (d) The RV 2(T ) data shows at least ve superconduct-
ing phases and when T > Tc1, RV 2 ≈ 26 mΩ however, when
T < Tc5, RV 2 ≈ 0.1 mΩ.
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6.4 Top resistance Rtop
6.4.1 Rtop Measurements
Further evidence of superconducting behaviour, with a clearer drop to a low temper-
ature zero-resistance state, is obtained from surface resistance measurements of a sin-
gle Ohmic contact, this we call Rtop, which is a four-terminal measurement providing
clearer evidence of superconductivity because it only measures the surface of the con-
tact alloy and has no contribution in the measurement from the semiconductor beneath
or 2DEG below. In this section, we show Rtop results for Samples C, D and E.
Sample C is a 4 mm × 4 mm device with the same Ohmic contact recipe as other
4 mm × 4 mm devices in this thesis, see Table3.2; by measuring Rtop a comparison of
the superconducting transition with and without a semiconductor can be made. Figure
6.13 shows the set-up for a Rtop measurement for a 4 mm × 4 mm device. The current
I = 0.01 mA is driven from one end of the contact to the other and the voltage V4T is









Figure 6.13: Set-up for a four-terminal measurement ofRtop for a
4 mm × 4 mm device. A current I = 0.01 mA is driven across the
contact and the voltage V4T gives the resistance Rtop = Vtop/I .
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6.4.2 Results
TheRtop(T ) data for Sample C in Fig. 6.14(a) shows that whenB⊥ = 0 mT, the resistance
drops sharply from Rtop = 0.65 Ω → Rtop = 0.0 Ω, with the superconducting transition
centred at Tc = 0.83 K. However, as B increases, the drop in Rtop shifts to lower T
increasing the low T resistance and when B = 176 mT, Rtop(T ) is constant. Figure
6.14(b) shows Rtop(B) sweeps at constant temperature. The data is taken by ensuring
the sample is at a xed temperature of interest and sweeping the magnetic eld between
+200 mT and −200 mT, these values are chosen based on the experimental data in Fig.
6.14(a).
To characterise the superconductor, two critical elds are dened: B6mΩ is the eld
where Rtop = 6 mΩ, and B0.65Ω is when Rtop rst reaches 0.65 Ω; these quantities as a
function of T are shown in Fig. 6.14(c). Although the resulting phase diagram quanties
the eect of B, it is not an indication of whether the superconductor is type I or II.
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Figure 6.14: Surface resistance of an Ohmic contact Rtop mea-
surements of Sample C, reproduced from Ref.[86]. (a) Rtop(T )
traces when cooled in constant B elds up to 176 mT. (b)
Rtop(B) sweeps at constant temperatures between T = 0.1 K
and T = 1.1 K. (c) “Critical elds”: B6mΩ is the eld where
Rtop = 6 mΩ, and B0.65Ω is when Rtop rst reaches 0.65 Ω.
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We also measureRtop(T ) for Sample D and Sample E; D is a layered contact and E is
a eutectic contact. The motivation for this measurement is to provide further evidence
of superconductivity in other samples. Figures 6.15(a)-(b) show the set-ups for a two-
terminal measurement used to measure the Ohmic contact surface resistance of D and
E, in both cases there is a total of 14 Ω lead series resistance which is subtracted from
the results shown; the individual lead resistance of the electrical wiring of the cryostat
connected to the sample was 7 Ω. For both set-ups, a current of I = 0.1 mA is driven
from one end of the contact to the other and the voltage Vtop is measured; for Sample D,
the probes are connected to the two o-mesa bond pads and for Sample E the current
is driven along the top of the contact. In Fig. ??(c) Sample D has a sharp transition
at Tc ≈ 0.81 K and when T < 0.75 K, Rtop ≈ 0.1 mΩ. Sample E has a transition that
is broad with two possible phases at Tc1 ≈ 0.64 K and Tc2 ≈ 0.38 K, when T < 0.15 K,
Rtop ≈ 0.1 mΩ, this is lower than the T < 0.75 K value for Sample D, see Fig. 6.15(d). The
broad transition of the eutectic contact may be a recipe eect, because this is a similar
trace to that shown in Ref.[79] where Rtop(T ) is measured on a eutectic contact of the
same recipe. The transition in the layered contact is comparable to Sample G, a TLM
device with layered Ohmic contacts from the same batch, see Table 3.2.
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Figure 6.15: Measurements of the surface resistance of an Ohmic
contact Rtop for Sample D and Sample E. In a two-terminal cir-
cuit the lead resistance is added to the measured resistance, in
this case, the individual lead resistance of the cryostat wiring
connected to the sample was 7 Ω therefore; 14 Ω is subtracted
from the results shown. (a) The set-up to measure Rtop for Sam-
ple D. A current of I = 0.1 mA is driven from one end of the con-
tact to the other and the voltage Vtop is measured between the
current probes. The probes are connected to the two o-mesa
bond pads which ank the 60µm × 80µm Ohmic contact. (b)
The set-up to measureRtop for Sample E. A current of I = 0.1 mA
is driven along the surface of the 210µm × 300µm contact and
the voltage Vtop is measured. (c) The trace shows Rtop(T ) for
Sample D. There is a sharp transition at Tc ≈ 0.81 K and when
T < 0.75 K, the resistance is ≈ 0.1 mΩ. (d) The trace shows
Rtop(T ) for Sample E. The transition is broad with two possi-
ble phases at Tc1 ≈ 0.64 K and Tc2 ≈ 0.38 K.
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6.5 Discussion
The fundamental measurement in this chapter is the contact resistanceRC of Sample A,
to nd and understand the RC value is important for the thermal model and improving
cooling electrons when T < 0.1 K. However, from the measurements of RC , it is shown
that the Ohmic contact is superconducting when T < 0.8 K, thus causing a problem
when trying to cool electrons below 0.1 K. This is shown in Sample A when T > 0.8 K,
RC ≈ 0.8 Ω and whenB = 0 mT there is a 0.6 Ω drop in the contact resistance per contact
when T < 0.8 K. In Sample B, there is also superconductivity in the 200µm × 200µm
contacts, when B = 0 and T > 0.8 K, the contact resistance is = 2.62 Ω and when
T < 0.8 K, this reduces to ≈ 2.45 Ω and the superconductivity is suppressed when B∥ =
202 mT.
To further characterise the superconductivity, vertical resistance RV measurements
show that the superconducting component is suppressed at 150 mT and for a typical
200µm × 200µm Ohmic contact, RV ≈ 20 mΩ − 30 mΩ and for a 60µm × 80µm Ohmic
contact, RV ≈ 80 mΩ− 100 mΩ, a feature observed in some samples are multiple super-
conducting phases; however, not all vertical resistance samples have a superconducting
transition to ≈ 0 mΩ in some samples, there is a non-superconducting component in
the series with the superconductor, see Table 6.1 summarising the maximum and the
minimum resistances for each the sample. We speculate in that this could be the semi-
conductor beneath, a compound formed during the annealing process or an external
eect such dirt or poor bonding, but it was beyond the scope of this thesis to investi-
gate this further.
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From RV values when T > Tc given in Table 6.1 and the current-crowding model,
see Ref.[55], for 200µm × 200µm Ohmic contacts the transfer length TL ≈ 40µm and for
a 60µm × 80µm Ohmic contact TL ≈ 18µm; in this thesis although we do not measure
RC of Sample G, it is 4.7 Ω. Measurements of devices with 200µm × 200µm contacts
show that, RC ≈ 2.6 Ω and from Table 6.1, RV ≈ 25 mΩ-30 mΩ for T > Tc; from this
we can suggest that due to the low resistance in the vertical direction, the current will
always take the vertical path direction.
For the resistance along the top of the contact, we see the broadest transitions are
obtained with a AuGeNi eutectic slug contact and the narrowest transitions with the
highest Tc are obtained in layered eutectic contacts, see Fig. 6.15; this eect is clearest
in theRtop(T ) measurement of Sample C where a clear drop to a low temperature zero-
resistance state is shown. The Rtop measurements, which show the superconductivity
without any semiconductor contribution gives clear evidence that the Ohmic contact is
superconducting and can suppressed when B ≈ 176 mT.
We have shown that for T > Tc, both Rtop and RV are constant up to T ≈ 20 K,
this is behaviour characteristic of a disordered alloy not the semiconductor underneath
the Ohmic contact, but it is dicult to correlate the dierent superconducting phases
observed with the processing conditions. These measurements show superconductivity
can easily be measured by using a straightforward four-terminal measurement of the
surface resistance of the Ohmic contact.
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Table 6.1: Summary of measured vertical resistance results for














F 1 ≈ 25 mΩ - ≈ 0.1 mΩ -
G 1 ≈ 80 mΩ ≈ 108 mΩ ≈ 0.1 mΩ ≈ 5 mΩ
H 2-3 ≈ 30 mΩ ≈ 30 mΩ ≈ 3 mΩ ≈ 3 mΩ
I 5 ≈ 25 mΩ ≈ 26 mΩ ≈ 0.1 mΩ ≈ 0.1 mΩ
The table shows RV (T ) characteristics of TLM Samples F, G, H
and I. In the table, for multiple phase samples, the Tc value refers
to the highest or lowest Tc measured. For Sample F we only
measured for RV 1, this was also measured in a magnetic eld
and showed superconductivity suppression when B = 150 mT.
From RV , RC and the current-crowding model, see Ref.[55],
when T > Tc, the typical transfer length for a 200µm × 200µm






In this chapter, a number of characterisation measurements have been made of the su-
perconducting properties of AuGeNi Ohmic contacts. Presented here are results forRtop
and RV , where the current-voltage characteristics I − V and the dierential resistance
dV /dI , measured as a function of magnetic eld B⊥ and T , further characterise the
superconductivity; information on non-equilibrium measurements on superconductors




From the equilibrium results, we see multiple transitions in many of the RV measure-
ments, suggesting a system made up of dierent chemical phases, with dierent critical
temperatures. However, we also see from SEM images of the Ohmic contact microstruc-
ture, see Chapter 3, the contacts are an inhomogeneous disordered or granular super-
conductor, consisting of metallic grains or clusters embedded in a AuGa matrix; this
type of superconductor has a percolation eect for the onset of superconductivity[91].
In this type of system, the coupling between the grains or clusters is through the Joseph-
son interaction and the collective behaviour accounts for the critical properties of the
system, this coupling is random since the grain’s sizes and the distances among them
vary randomly through the contact.
A disordered clustered or granular superconductor is characterised by the Josephson
coupling, accomplished randomly with a temperature-dependent probability. Since the
coupling energy depends on T , more and more grains or clusters are coupled together
as T is lowered[92], this can be inferred from the multiple phase transitions seen in
RV (T ) measurements, where dierent clusters, grains or chemical phases will have
a dierent Tc. This mechanism is a percolation process; at a certain T , a cluster of
coupled superconducting grains is formed and thus, a superconducting path throughout
the contact is formed; for small grains or clusters it is only whenT is lowered further and
the percentage of participating grains or clusters is increased that bulk like behaviour
begins to appear.
The motivation for the measurements presented here is to obtain a qualitative de-
scription of the electrical transition, in conjunction with the normal-state resistance;
this is measured as a function of B and T . The primary aim is to not only contribute
to, but also show a relationship between the onset of superconductivity (Io) and the in-
formation already gained about these superconducting Ohmic contacts; some of the Io
data shown is also presented in Fig. 2(d) in Ref.[86].
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7.3 Rtop Measurement circuit and results
To measure the I − V and dV /dI characteristics of Rtop, we use the set-up shown in
Fig. 7.1 which shows at the output of the signal adder, the AC and DC voltages are
combined as, VAC + VDC and when RBias is inserted into the circuit, the bias current
IBias = IAC + IDC . The resistance of the sample RSample is related to the sample voltage
by,
V = (IAC + IDC)RSample = V SampleAC + V
Sample
DC (7.1)




R = dV /dI is measured by sweeping IBias and recording V on the lock-in amplier and
the I −V characteristics are measured by sweeping IBias and measuring the output DC
voltage on the DC voltmeter. The AC source in the measurement is provided by the
lock-in amplier and is added to a variable DC source using a signal adder; the output
voltage from the signal adder is converted to a current using RBias, driving the current
through the circuit. Voltage probes (V1, V2 in Fig. 7.1) connected to the sample are
fed to a dierential voltage pre-amplier; both the signal adder and pre-amplier are
powered by battery packs to reduce mains noise in the set up.






















Figure 7.1: Non-equilibrium measurement set-up for the surface
resistance of an Ohmic contact Rtop on a 4 mm × 4 mm device.
At the output of the signal adder, the AC and DC voltages are
VAC + VDC , generating a bias current when RBias is inserted
into the circuit, the bias current VACRBias = IBias. The resistance of
the sample RSample is related to the sample voltage V = (IAC +
IDC)RSample = V SampleAC +V
Sample
DC and the dierential resistance
R = dVdI .
In the four-terminal I − V characteristics when T = 0.1 K and B = 0 mT, see Fig.
7.2(a), the DC voltage VDC is measured as the DC current IDC is swept at a rate of
10 mA/h and we can see there is hysteresis in the up-down characteristics. As a mea-
sure of the superconducting behaviour, we dene an onset current Io where the voltage
becomes nite; the Io, the re-entrant current Ir and the voltage gap Vg are taken for the
values on the positive side of the trace. In Fig. 7.2(a) the I − V characteristics show a
clean supercurrent with the value for the Rtop normal resistance Rn = 0.65 Ω, the onset
current Io = 2.1 mA and Ir = 1.05 mA. The shunted voltage gap Vg = 0.78 mV is likely
shunted with a normal resistance Rshunt = 1.95 Ω, calculated from the slope between
V = 0.0 mV and Vg = 0.78 mV, where ∆I = 0.4 mA. The dV /dI measurements conrm
Io = 2.1 mA and Rn = 0.65 Ω, see Fig. 7.2(b).









































Figure 7.2: Non-equilibrium measurements of the surface resis-
tance of an Ohmic contact Rtop for Sample C when T = 0.1 K
and B = 0 mT. The red traces are up-sweeps and the blue traces
are down-sweeps. (a) The I − V characteristics show that the
normal resistance Rn = 0.65 Ω, the onset current Io = 2.1 mA,
the re-entrant current Ir = 1.05 mA and the shunted voltage gap
Vg = 0.78 mV. (b) The dV /dI sweeps show the onset current
Io = 2.1 mA and Rn = 0.65 Ω.
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Figure 7.3(a) shows the four-terminal I−V characteristics for dierent temperatures,
we show only the up-sweeps. The characteristics show non-linear behaviour up to Tc =
0.9 K. The dV /dI measurements for dierent temperatures show that when T > 0.7 K,
the ≈ 0.1 mΩ resistance increases and the Io peaks decrease gradually until T = 1.1 K,
see Fig. 7.3(b). The plotted values for the onset current Io for dierent temperatures in

















































Figure 7.3: Non-equilibrium measurements of Rtop for Sample
C for dierent temperatures, only the up-sweeps are shown. (a)
The I − V characteristics show non-linear behaviour up to Tc =
0.9 K. (b) The dV /dI measurements show as T increases, the Io
decreases, with the last peak at T = 0.7 K. (c) The onset current
Io plotted for dierent temperatures.
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Figure 7.4(a) shows the four-terminal I − V characteristics for dierent magnetic
elds when T = 0.1 K, only the up-sweeps are shown. The characteristics show non-
linear behaviour up to B = 150 mT, where Rn = 0.65 Ω and that when B ≤ 10 mT the
shunted Vg is still present. In Fig. 7.4(b) the dV /dI sweeps in dierent magnetic elds
B shows that when B > 25 mT, there are no more Io peaks, but there is a supercurrent
up to B = 150 mT. The eect of B is also evident by the small increase of resistance of
≈ 0.025 Ω between the traces for B = 0 mT and B = 150 mT. The plotted values for Io
for magnetic elds in Fig. 7.4(c) show that Io approaches zero at B = 10 mT.
















































Figure 7.4: Non-equilibrium measurements the surface resis-
tance of an Ohmic contact Rtop for Sample C for dierent mag-
netic elds, only the up-sweeps are shown. (a) The I−V charac-
teristics show. There is non-linear behaviour up to B = 150 mT
where Rn = 0.65 Ω. When B ≤ 10 mT the shunted Vg is still
observed. (b) The dV /dI measurements for dierent B shows
when B > 25 mT, there are no more Io peaks. The eect of B
is evident by the increase of resistance ≈ 0.025 Ω between the
traces for B = 0 mT and B = 150 mT. (c) The onset current Io
plotted for dierent magnetic elds.
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7.4 RV Measurement circuit and results
To measure the I −V and dV /dI characteristics of RV , we use the set-up shown in Fig.
7.5. This circuit operates similarly to the circuit in Fig. 7.1, where AC and DC voltages
are combined as, VAC +VDC and whenRBias is inserted into the circuit, the bias current
IBias = IAC + IDC . The vertical resistance RV of the sample is related to the vertical
voltage VV by,
V = (IAC + IDC)RV = V VAC + V VDC . (7.3)
In this circuit, RV is measured by sinking the current on the middle contact and mea-
suring the voltage VV dropped from the middle to the right-hand side contact using the

















Figure 7.5: [Set-up for a vertical resistance RV non-equilibrium
measurement on a TLM device. At the output of the signal adder,
the AC and DC voltages are VAC+VDC , generating a bias current
when RBias = 10 kΩ is inserted into the circuit, the bias current
VAC
RBias
= IBias. The resistance RV is related to the sample voltage
V = (IAC + IDC)RV = V VAC + V VDC and the dierential resistance
R = dVdI .
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In the four-terminal I − V characteristics for Sample I, VDC is measured as IDC
is swept at a rate of 2 mA/h. Figure 7.6(a) shows the I − V characteristics for dierent
temperatures. The measurements show non-linear behaviour up toT = 1.4 K, where the
normalised resistance Rn ≈ 30 mΩ; this is dierent to the RV (T ) values of R ≈ 26 mΩ,
a further superconducting transition at a higher temperature. When T = 0.3 K, the
shunted voltage gap Vg = 10.8µV is shunted with a normal resistance Rshunt = 33 mΩ,
calculated from the slope between V = 0µV and Vg = 10.8µV, where ∆I = 327µA.
When T = 0.3 K, Io ≈ 424µA, see Fig. 7.6(b). The dV /dI sweeps show when T > 1 K,
there is structure on each trace in between the peaks for I ≈ −500µA and I ≈ 500µA,
these are in the resistance range R ≈ 15 mΩ to R ≈ 20 mΩ. A feature of this particular
sample is that the resistance increases when I ⪆ 800µA.
The dV /dI characteristics for dierent temperatures for Sample G, see Fig. 7.6(c),
shows when T < 0.6 K, Io ≈ 123µA; it is in this temperature range that there is a
negative resistance between I ≈ −100µA and I ≈ 100µA. From the data we can see
when T > 0.8 K, the resistance is ≈ 108 mΩ, this is also the case when T < 0.4 K and
I > 220µA.
Figure 7.6(d) shows dV /dI characteristics for dierent temperatures for Sample H.
In this sample there are no Io peaks, however for the trace T = 0.1 K, there is some
structure in the trace whenR ≈ 13.5 mΩ,R ≈ 17 mΩ,R ≈ 21 mΩ. This can be compared
to the RV (T ) data in Fig.6.11 where there are superconducting phases with similar
resistances.
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Figure 7.6: Non-equilibrium measurements of the vertical re-
sistance RV for Samples G, H and I for dierent temperature.
(a) The I − V for Sample I show non-linear behaviour up to
T = 1.4 K, whereRn ≈ 30 mΩ. When T = 0.3 K, Io = 424µA and
Vg = 10.8µV, shunted with a normal resistance Rshunt = 33 mΩ.
When I >≈ 800µA, the resistance continues to increase and
does not plateau. (b) The dV /dI sweeps for Sample I show
that when T > 1 K, there are structures within each trace in
between I ≈ −500µA and I ≈ 500µA, these structures are in
the range of resistance R ≈ 15 mΩ to R ≈ 20 mΩ, suggesting
there could be multiple superconducting transition in this sam-
ple. (c) The dV /dI characteristics for Sample G shows when
T < 0.6 K, Io ≈ 123µA and there is a negative resistance in
between I ≈ −100µA and I ≈ 100µA. When T > 0.8 K, the re-
sistance is ≈ 108 mΩ. (d) The dV /dI characteristics for Sample
H shows there are no Io peaks, however Io ≈ 220µA is taken
as the value when T = 0.1 K. The sweep taken at T = 0.1 K,
shows structure at R ≈ 13.5 mΩ, R ≈ 17 mΩ, R ≈ 21 mΩ, this is
comparable to data in Fig. 6.11 where there are superconducting
phases with similar resistances.
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7.5 Discussion
In this chapter we have shown further characterisation of superconducting Ohmic con-
tacts by measuring the I − V and dV /dI characteristics of Rtop and RV , these are mea-
surements of the Ohmic contact alloy. The measurements ofRtop show a superconduct-
ing system, with a clear Io, a single Tc and no subgap structure. The I − V characteris-
tics show when T = 0.1 K and B = 0 mT there is a supercurrent and hysteresis in the
up-down sweeps, see Fig.7.2(a); at this temperature and magnetic eld, Rn = 0.65 Ω,
Io = 2.1 mA and Ir = 1.05 mA. There is a shunted voltage gap Vg = 0.78 mV observed
which is probably shunted with a normal resistance Rshunt = 1.95 Ω. When the Io is
plotted as a function of temperature when B = 0, we see that Io approaches zero at
T = 0.6 K, but when it is shown as a function of magnetic eld when T = 0.1K , Io
approaches zero at B = 10 mT. The measurements of RV for dierent samples when
T < Tc and B = 0 mT shows that the Io is dierent for every sample, see Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Summary of the onset of superconductivity Io for





C Rtop ≈ 2.1 mA ≈ 0.65 Ω
G RV 1 ≈ 0.123 mA ≈ 0.108 Ω
H RV 2 ≈ 0.220 mA ≈ 0.030 Ω
I RV 1 ≈ 0.424 mA ≈ 0.030 Ω
The table shows the onset of superconductivity Io and nor-
malised resistance Rn for dierent samples. The Io value is dif-
ferent for each sample.
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A possible explanation of these results could be attributed to the alloys that make
up the contact. The alloys could be made up of a dierent alloy phases of superconduct-
ing clusters coupled to normal metal clusters. If these clusters are said to be small and
granular, they would be an array of Josephson junctions, acting as a single junction, this
is possibly what we see. For instance, the Ohmic contacts in this thesis are comprised
of dierent alloys and the interaction between dierent phases of alloys along their re-
spective boundaries is described as grain boundary interaction; this describes a granular
superconductor operation[93] which occurs when microscopic superconducting grains
are separated by non-superconducting regions and Josephson tunnelling between the
grains produces the macroscopic superconducting state[94]. Examples of granular su-
perconductivity features that we observe are re-entrant behaviour and hysteresis[95].
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The RV measurements presented have subgap structure, see Fig.7.6. The inner gap
or subgap structures can be explained by the proximity eect seen in transport charac-
teristics of heterostructures with transition metals and novel superconductors[96]. This
is due to disordered or dirty normal N and superconducting S and multiple Andreev
reection processes; it occurs when the junctions are shorter than the phase coherence
length[97, 98].
The dV /dI characteristics for Sample G shows when T < 0.6 K there is a negative re-
sistance between I ≈ −100µA and I ≈ 100µA; negative dierential resistance happens
between mesoscopic junctions, molecular junctions, granular and metal nanoclusters
and is a signature of coherent tunnelling of single Cooper pairs; this eect is called
cooper pair leakages and is due to the mismatch between the S and N electronic prop-
erties where quasiparticle excitations from the N layer, penetrate into the junction[99–
101]. Granular and metal nanocluster superconductors are shunted systems[102] and
we observe shunts in Fig.7.6(a) where Rshunt = 33 mΩ and in Fig.7.2(a) where Rshunt =
1.95 Ω.
To conclude this chapter, the basic postulate and motivations for these measure-
ments was this: if the Ohmic contact is a granular superconductor, made up of dierent
phases of Au, Ge, Ni, Ga, and As alloys, then we could describe the onset of superconduc-
tivity; that is, we could claim that a percolation process achieves the superconductivity.
Qualitatively we achieved this by measuring the behaviour of the electrical resistance
when it is close to the electrical transition, we refer to this as Io. In the measurements
shown, this is demonstrated because the electrical transition increases with current,
temperature or magnetic eld; it was also experimentally shown that in all samples,
there is a dierent value for the Io. From the results in this chapter, we can speculate
from measured values of the onset of superconductivity, due to similarities between
the data and granular, clustered or similar superconductors found in the literature, the





In this chapter, the results of the electrical measurements and microstructure are sum-
marised and speculation is made toward the possible superconductor.
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8.2 Summary of superconductivity in Ohmic contacts
Electrical resistance measurements of RC , Rtop, and RV of Ohmic contacts have shown
superconducting behaviour, Table 8.1 summarises these results; this section discusses,
with reference to the Ohmic contact microstructure, these results.






A RC ≈ 0.77 K
B RC ≈ 0.80 K
C Rtop ≈ 0.80 K
D Rtop ≈ 0.81 K
E Rtop ≈ 0.64 K
F RV ≈ 0.6 K
G RV ≈ 0.73 K
H RV ≈ 0.72 K
I RV ≈ 1.25 K
The table shows the critical temperature Tc for dierent resis-
tances measured. For resistances that show multiple transitions,
it is the highest value Tc that is quoted. In all Rtop and RV mea-
surements, a magnetic eld B > 150 mT was able to suppress
the superconductivity.
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We show that for the 200µm × 200µm contacts when T > Tc, RC ≈ 2.8 Ω, RV ≈
25 mΩ-30 mΩ, TL ≈ 40µm and from Ref.[86], Rsk ≈ 16 Ω, greater than the sheet re-
sistance in the bulk 2DEG. For the 60µm × 80µm contact when T > Tc, RC ≈ 4.7 Ω,
RV ≈ 80 mΩ-100 mΩ and TL ≈ 18µm.
Equilibrium measurements have shown that when the resistance: RC ,Rtop, orRV is
measured as a function of temperature, the narrowest transitions with the highest Tc are
in AuGeNi layered contacts and the broadest transitions are obtained with eutectic con-
tacts; Ref[86] shows before and after the 2DEG is illuminated to saturation with an LED,
the Tc and the drop in resistance below Tc is similar, indicating a superconductor which
lies in the material above the 2DEG and in series with the 2DEG. Although multiple su-
perconducting phases are observed, particularly in the RV (T ) measurements, we have
drawn no correlation to the relationship between this and the processing conditions.
When the temperature is higher than the highest critical temperature, bothRtop and
RV are constant for example, we have measured Rtop up to T ≈ 20 K. This behaviour
is characteristic of a disordered alloy. Rtop measures the Au-rich contact surface which
consists of Ni, Ge and As-rich grains surrounded by Au, Ga and Al, this is a similar
Ohmic contact surface structure also observed in Refs.[67, 69, 70]. The Au and Ga may
be a form of AuGa alloy such as those shown in AuGeNi contacts, see Refs.[23, 38, 39,
42, 67, 71–73], some of which are identied as superconducting[103–110]; Al and Au
may form the superconducting alloy of AuAl[106–110].
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RV measures the resistance between the top of the contact and the 2DEG, this com-
prises of the alloy below the surface of the contact; below the surface lies Ni, Ge and
As-rich inclusions of order µm concentrated at the semiconductor interface which, in
some cases, consumes some of the GaAs unevenly. This is commonly reported as NiAs,
NiAs(Ge) or Ni2GeAs[23, 25, 27–30, 36, 39, 40, 72]. At the edge, the inclusions are <1µm.
Due to their proximity to the 2DEG, these inclusions are possibly causing damage; larger
examples of these structures visible from above as Ni-rich grains penetrate about 200 nm
deeper than the Au-rich top layer, probably reaching the 2DEG. Edge EDX maps con-
rm reports[74] that Ge leaves the metal layers and diuses into the GaAs to be the
n-type dopant in the GaAs, see Fig. 3.9.
Table 8.2 summarises compounds and elements identied in AuGeNi Ohmic con-
tacts, together with other superconductors that could be formed from Au, Ge, Ni, Ga,
As and Al. Without a complete chemical study of the structure, which would show com-
pounds and alloys, it is not possible to identify the superconductor or superconductors
in these Ohmic contacts.
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Table 8.2: The compounds and elements reported in AuGeNi
Ohmic contacts on GaAs/AlGaAs and relating superconductiv-
ity made from compounds of Au, Ge, Ni, Ga, Al, and As.
Material
Present in AuGeNi Ohmic
contacts yes(Y) or no(N)
Superconducting Tc and Bc
properties
α-AuGa Y[23, 36, 72] 0.008 K − 0.264 K[111]
β-AuGa, Au7Ga2





1.24 K − 1.3 K,
30 mT[104, 105, 108]
AuGa2 Y[35] 1.7 K, 30 mT[104–106]
α-Ga Y [116] 1.083 K, 5.8 mT [117]
β-Ga N 6.04 K, 57 mT
Au(Ge,Ga) Y[38]
AuGe Y[118, 119] 3.1 K[120]
Au/Ge layered N 0.6 K − 0.8 K[121]
Al N 1.175 K, 10.5 mT
α-AuAl N 0.008 K − 0.385 K[111]
AuAl2 N 0.18 K, 1.2 mT[106, 109, 110]
Au4Al N 0.3 K − 0.7 K[108]
Elements and compounds identied in AuGeNi Ohmic contacts,
and other combinations of Au, Ge, Ni, Ga, Al, and As. Where
possible, the critical temperature Tc and magnetic eld Bc are
provided. This table is also shown in Ref.[86].
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The superconductivity is also evident in four-terminal I − V and dV /dI character-
istics, in these measurements there is hysteresis in the up-down characteristics; as a
measure of the superconducting behaviour, we dened an onset current Io where the
voltage becomes nite. The Io values obtained when T < Tc shows a dierent value of
Io for each sample.
I−V characteristics show the shunted resistanceRshunt = 33 mΩ forRV andRshunt =
1.95 Ω for Rtop. The Rtop measurements suggest that there is a superconductor in par-
allel with a normal layer with a resistance of 0.65 Ω, we can speculate, from the mi-
crostructure investigations of the Ohmic contact, that this latter layer is a disordered
Au-rich layer with approximately constant resistance, even when B < 150 mT and
T < 1.2 K are varied; this shunting layer complicates a measurement of the supercon-
ducting gap. We can calculate the totalRtop resistance fromRn = 0.65 Ω in parallel with
Rshunt = 1.95 Ω as ≈ 0.5 Ω and the total resistance calculated from Rn ≈ 25 mΩ-30 mΩ
in parallel with Rshunt = 33 mΩ for RV is ≈ 15 mΩ.
Using these results, it can be claimed that due to the inhomogeneous structure of the
contact, there is not a uniform layer of superconductor, but a granular superconductor
made of dierent normal and superconducting alloy phases in series and parallel. A
granular superconductor operates when superconducting grains in close proximity to




In this section, we will discuss, speculate and make conjecture on the possible super-
conductors present in AuGeNi Ohmic contacts.
To begin, the SEM and EDX images show inhomogeneous microstructure within the
top metal layer of the contact is consistent with previous studies, see Refs.[19, 30, 122].
The top is Au-rich and there are Ni- and As-rich inclusions positioned just above the
interface with the GaAs; these inclusions are typically 0.1µm − 0.5µm in size and are
spaced apart.
Structural studies[19] show that Ge forms compounds with Ni and As, prior to dif-
fusing into the GaAs as the n-type dopant, displacing the Ga. The Ga will then dif-
fuse into the upper part of the contact forming an alloy with Au. The most commonly
observed[15, 30, 31, 38, 72, 115, 122] Au-Ga alloy in AuNiGe contacts is β-AuGa, but it
is not known to be superconducting. However, there are other Ga-based superconduc-
tors with a Tc ≈ 1 K, which could be present. This includes α-AuGa, formed when Ga
dissolves into Au to form Au1−xGax; in this system, as x varies from 0.03 to 0.1, the Tc
ranges between from 8 mK to 264 mK[111]. Other compounds which could be formed
might be AuGa with Tc = 1.1 K and Bc = 5.7 mT[104], or AuGa2 with Tc = 1.63 K and
Bc = 10 mT, the I − V characteristics of Rtop for dierent magnetic elds shows that
when B = 10 mT, the superconductor begins to suppress, suggesting AuGa2 may be
present. The Au:Ga phase diagram in Refs.[123, 124] show that for 50-67% atomic Ga
concentrations, samples can be a mixture of AuGa and AuGa2.
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Upon cooling a Au:Ga alloy with > 65% atomic Ga, it will phase separate into α-
Ga and AuGa2, both of which are superconducting. α-AuGa has been observed[23, 36,
72] in contacts annealed at 600 °C, but if the contacts are annealed at 450 °C they only
contain β-AuGa. It is believed[116] the outmigration of Ga from the interface into the
Au continues until the Au-Ga solid solubility limit is reached, at 12.5% atomic per cent
Ga at 415 °C.
The remaining known superconducting elements which may be present, based on
Refs.[123, 124], in the Au-rich matrix region is: β-Ga with Tc = 6.1 K and Bc = 57 mT
and α-Ga, with Tc = 1.083 K and Bc = 5.8 mT; Ref.[117] studies a single-crystal α-
Ga sample, where the R(T ), see Fig.1e of Ref.[117] is sensitive to changes of B up to
0.1 mT, this study shows similar behaviour to the Rtop(T ) measurements presented in
Chapter 6, see Fig. 8.1.




















































Figure 8.1: Comparison of the surface resistance of an Ohmic
contact Rtop(T ) data for Sample C with the R(T ) of α-Ga. (a)
Rtop(T ) measurements presented in Chapter 6. (b) The α-Ga
study shown Fig.1e of Ref.[117]. In the study of a single-crystal
α-Ga sample, the R(T ) is sensitive to changes of magnetic eld
up to 0.1 mT and shows a similar behaviour to (a). α-Ga is a
type-I superconductor with Tc = 0.9 K and a critical eld of
5.8 mT.
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In AuGeNi Ohmic contacts, there is a relation between AuGa α and β transitions.
Ref.[125] measures the Au-Ga structure, by heating AuGeNi contacts to 438 °C, they
report a mix of irregular connected α, α’ and β islands of order ≈ 20µm with ≈ 2µm
Ni-rich islands below the surface. In Ref.[126] β or Au7Ga2 dominates, but if cooling is
done quickly an additional phase of superconducting Au2Ga is identied; β-AuGa which
is the stable compound Au7Ga2, and its presence in the contacts has also been widely
reported[38] and Ref.[72] shows if AuGeNi contacts are annealed at 450 °C, they only
contain β-AuGa, whereas if they are annealed at 600 °C or above they are more resistive
and contain α-AuGa; reports[39, 71] show Au4Ga is not known to be superconducting.
The two phase system of islands is conrmed in Ref.[127] by showing that, upon
heating to T = 450 °C α dominates and when cooling to T = 400 °C, α diminishes and β
or Au7Ga2 increases; however, in the transformation from α to β, not all α participates
and so, not all α vanishes, leaving clusters; these α clusters are removed by heating the
metal up to T = 528 °C.
Besides the Ga based compounds, we also detect Al on the surface of the contact, this
is also shown to exist in Refs.[14, 70] towards the top of the contact, but in the literature
there is no structural evidence of the superconducting (below 1 K) compounds AuAl2
and Au4Al[106, 108]. The Au:Al phase diagram[111] shows the superconductor α-AuAl,
forms when low concentrations of Al, x ≤ 0.15, dissolve into Au to form Au1−xAlx; the
Tc ranges from 8 mK to 385 mK, as x varies from 0.04 to 0.14. We also detect some Ge
on the surface and studies in Refs.[118–121] show Au and Ge can form superconductors.
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To conclude, it is suspected that Ga is a constituent of the superconductor, especially
as α-Ga, α-AuGa, AuGa, and AuGa2 all have Tc ≈ 1 K, which is what we measure. It
could be speculated that Rtop measures superconducting α-AuGa grains coupled to the
normal metal β-AuGa producing a planar granular superconductor, but RV measures a
mixture of dierent Ga, As, Al, Ge and Au compounds and could be a layered granular
superconducting system made up of layers. With the top layer being AuGa-phases, the
middle layer being a mixture compounds with dierent Tc values and the larger Ni-
rich inclusions being a shunting resistance, because it electrically shorts the top of the
contact to the bottom near the 2DEG.
Chapter 9
Suggested future work and outlook
9.1 Introduction
This nal chapter discusses future work and outlook. The chapter summarises how the
initial aim of the thesis, cooling low dimensions electrons down, is impacted by the
unexpected results of superconducting Ohmic contacts and suggestions are then made
for future work to overcome the problems encountered in this eld of research.
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9.2 Future outlook
This thesis has shown that Ohmic contacts to GaAs based 2DEGs prepared from either
AuGeNi eutectic or layered made up of AuGe eutectic and Ni, are superconducting with
a typical Tc ≤ 0.9 K and Bc = 0.15 T; although we have shown some samples with mul-
tiple phases above and below this Tc. We have shown that for future experiments, the Tc
and Bc are easily obtained from simple four-terminal Rtop measurements. As AuNiGe
contacts annealed at 400 °C - 450 °C are very common, it is highly likely that supercon-
ducting Ohmic contacts have been in previous studies and is probably ubiquitous.
For future transport experiments such as quantum conductance and quantum Hall
measurements, the superconductivity will have little eect; as Bc = 0.15 T, supercon-
ductivity will not aect measurements of both the integer and fractional quantum Hall
eect, because they use higher magnetic elds. The decrease of 1 Ω in the contact resis-
tance will not aect the measured four-terminal resistance and because two-terminal
conductance measurements are typically done on high resistance samples, this will be
dicult to see.
However, for future experiments relating to electron cooling, although the contact
resistance is lower below Tc, the main eect superconductivity has on the contacts is the
reduction in ability to cool the 2DEG; this is because superconductors have low thermal
conductivities κ. In the ultra-low temperature regime, Levitin et al.[79] reports that at
1 mK - 3 mK, the κ through the contacts is ≈ 10% of that expected from applying the
Wiedemann-Franz law to their normal state electrical resistances when RC ≈ 1 Ω. This
reduced cooling by the superconducting contacts when B < 0.15 T could explain the
historical experimental diculty in cooling GaAs-based 2DEGs. Therefore, in future
when cooling GaAs-based 2DEGs below T < 1 K, the use of Pd-Ge as a substitute could
be of benet, while Pd-Ga is not a known superconductor Al, Ga and Ge would still be in
the contact; both Al and Ga are superconductors and Al, Ga and Ge can form supercon-
ducting alloys, but this can be veried using a simple four-terminal Rtop measurement.
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Further research of AuGeNi Ohmic contacts could be the following: probing how
superconductivity eects the current-crowding model and investigatingRV andRtop as
a function of dierent anneal temperatures because this may indicate when the contacts
are superconducting.
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